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Staff Greeting 

Believe it or not, one of the hardest things about doing a 
yearbook is deciding on a theme. It's not that there are no ideas 
floating around. To the contrary, too many possiblities exsit. 

The staff has worked hard this year to bring you a quality 
yearbook. We wanted to build on the successes of the past and 
set a standard for the next staff to reach. We knew that you had 
great expectation for our yerbook, and we wanted to meet them. 

We considered building our book around literary themes, but 
that seemed a bit too esoteric (look it up) and elitist. Music? 
Been there, done that. Witticisms? No, that was a few years ago. 

Finally, it dawned on us: Movies! Everyone watches movies, 
right? We could use that theme to build our yearbook. 

It's been a long six months, but now the work is done. We've 
sifted through thousands of photos. We've checked and double-
checked the spellings and the grade-level placements. We've 
written copy and catptoins. We've tracked down class officers 
and club sponsers. We've interviewd and re-interviewed, polled 
and re-polled. 

It's March. We're tired. Our eyes are still swimming with 
imag e s  o n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  s c r e e n .  B u t  w e  a r e  f i n i s h e d ,  f i n a l l y .  A s a  
group, we have done our best to exceed our own great expecta
tions. 

We hope that we have met yours, too. 



Every movie needs a director, 
someone with the vision to see the whole picture 

and figure out how to" make it so." 
Directors come in all shapes and sizes. 

Some have spent many years studying their 
craft, while others are fairly new to the whole 

process. They bring their knowledge and 
experience into play so we can learn our crafts, 
too. They call "Action!" and we follow the scripts 

they have so carefully laid out. 
They rehearse us. 

They encourage and lead us. 
In the end, they inspire us 
to create our own visions. 

Staff Stars 

Behind Office Doors 
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Administration 
Our Leading Lady 

"With the Tree People, she can 
put her foot down without being 
rude. She values you for yourself, not 
neccessarily just what's good for our 
club. She's so fun. She always takes 
us out to celebrate our successes 
and has always been there to support 
us through our bad times." 

-Sheralyn Menendez 

" She looks out for us [Tree 
People]. She is real sweet and 
doesn't talk to us like we are kids. 
She respects us and that's why we 
respect her." 

•James Alexander Watts 

"She's the kind of person that 
gives us the benefit of the doubt. 
She likes to listen to both sides of 
the story. She's a very kind-hearted 
generous person." 

- Jeremy Anthony Cosby 

"She is my buddy. She believes in 
the students and she trusts what we 
say. She fun and easy to talk to." 

-Jose' MonteroJr. 

Big Man On Campus - 3rd year as Assistant Principal 

"I love teaching. Regardless of whether it's in the military or high school or college...! love teaching. I 
love that students and parents (and teachers) feel I am "fair" in my dealings with everyone...regardless of 
what they might say. One of my most memorable moments as Assistant Principal was when I put a 9th 
grader out of school for not following the rules . She said she then realized that we cared about her and 
that she should care, too. She worked hard, and two years later she is a senior. She is one of the our 
RAHS success stories." 

Dr. Barbara Ferg-Carter 
Susan Cray 
Carole Hubbell 
Dorothy King 
Denise Perry 
Ofelia Robles 
Dr. Thomas Waters 



Analyze This Counseling and 
Special Education 

"I lo ve the 
intereaction with 
students and the 
possibility that I ma y be 
able to help a few. I 
taught for five years 
prior to counseling. I 
have been counseling 
for fourteen years and 
have made a promise 
to my students and 
myself that I will m ove on to some
thing else the minute that I n o longer 
love it or that I sta rt to become a 
negative factor in my students' lives. 

The best part of my job is working with young 
people, helping them when they have fallen or 
need that extra nudge. It's also very satisfying to 
help people achieve their goals in life. Helping 
them do that makes me feel that I ha ve given 
them and society something. Will I lea ve a mark 
on society? I ho pe so, but it really doesn't 
matter. Just knowing that I ha ve helped some
one makes my life worthwhile." 

"I am the Infomation Specialist and 
teach the TLC class. I lov e my job 
because every day is so different! There 
are never two days the same in t he 
school library, believe me. One day I'm 
teaching students, the next day I'm 
teaching teachers, and the next day I'm 
just doing all sorts of cool computer 
stuff. It's the students who keep me 
going. 

I reall y enjoy the 
TLC class because I ge t 
to train students to be 
the technology trainers 
for the whole school. 
It's pretty neat to see 
students teaching 
teachers how to 
integrate technology 
into their classes." 

Julia Brissett 
Sharon Chappel 
Mary Hansen 

Lisa Holmes 
Erin Jamison 
Elaine Undo 

Lori Noycs 
Katherine Peterson 
Nancy Hartman 
Katrina McNair 
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Patty Carden 

Janet Cam 
Fred Lopez 
Karen Mosely 
Maryann Porter 

" I like working here because I am a 

busybody and here, I ca n be busy all 

day. There is always something to do! 

I've been working here for almost 

three years, and hopefully I'll be here 

many more. 

Because I've been through a lot, I 

can help young people with the 

experience I h ave and the issues I h ave 

been through. I st ay cool and hip, and 

I alw ays know the latest fashions. 

I lo ve all of my kids. They are the 

most important reason why I'm here." I "I was born to teach! 

At the age of five, I 

[Jm told everyone in my 

. .. family that I w as go-

•! ing to be a teacher. I 

really enjoy and ap

preciate the lives and interests ofteen-

agers. I ge t up every morning looking 

forward to the events of the day to 

come. 

The teenage years are exciting, 

stressful, and sometimes frightening. I 

hope to be a partner to my students as 

they discover their talents, their weak

nesses, and what they want in life." 

Terry Arbuckle 
Paul Baaske 
Carol Cox 
Howard Debuque 
Vicktoria Eichelberger 
Maureen Husum 

Susan Peterson 

Not Pictured: Clint Colbert 

Stand T3y Me Student Support Services 



The English Patient Language Arts 
"As the alarm clock blares 

each morning and I flai l to 
end it's screeches, I wonder 
why I chose this profession! 
Returning to the classroom 
after seven years away, I now 
teach from the persona of a 
mother with young children 
rather as the young adult I 
was for the first eight years. 
Now I work with students 
who are no longer young 
children, but who are 
growing into young adults. 
When I enter my classroom, 
I know why I returned to 
education: I get to talk 
about things I love with 
people I enjoy." 

"I've been teaching for 15 years. I always figured I would 
end up teaching, so when the opurtunity presented itself, I 
took it. I teach because I love to help students succeed in 
learning not just the subject matter, but also the ideas to 
sustain them in life. I love the process of relating philoso
phy, literature, and history to the significant aspects of 
everyday life. I also like the see the eyes of understanding 
light up when a student finally understands a difficult 
concept. I like the chances I get to know the teenagers 
because they help keep my outlook om life youung and 
fresh. Oh, yes—I like the paycheck, too. 
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Jeanne Fong 
Wendy Kidd 
Dan Nukala 

Shirley Belmear 
Kenneth Burland 

Betty Lou Cummins 

Sonja Curry-Johnson 
Eric DeHaas 
Kathleen Duck 

Tiffany Pristelski 
Richard Schmidt 
Nancy Zagorski 

Time Machine T Social Studies 
"I really do enjoy teaching of history and helping 

students gain a better understanding of both American and 
European history. I hope they find that history can be very 
interesting as well as sometimes amusing. I look forward 
to working with the students on new things every day. 

I have been teaching for ah...urn...a loooongtime 
...about 32 years. Originally, I was studying to become a 
pharmacist. You know, someone who dispenses drugs to 
people. But then I became more intersted in history and 

literature and worked towards 
teaching. 

My favorite part is still working 
with students. I like discussing and 
explaining the signifigance of 
various issues in history and 
current events as well as trying to 
show the relationship of one issue 
to another. Plus, it's great when 
students realize that there's more 
than one view or interpretation of 
an issue." 

ou 
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"I teach because I think Geography is fascinating. 
People have to understand the political and culteral veiw 
of other countries, not just their locations on a map, in 
order to make rational decisons when voting. 

I have been teaching for 17 years. I always knew that I 
wanted to teach. Ever since high school and all through 
college, I knew that I wanted to teach Social Studies. 

Through the years, I've taught History, Economics, 
Sociology, Anthropology and Psychology, but World 
Geography (World Regions) is my favorite." 

Gary Boue 
Suzanne Conner 
Barbara Gonzales 

Gerald Hubbell Jayme Norris 
Bamma McCoy Phillip Schmoll 
Laney McMath Len Tarnowski 



Thafs Entertainment! Fine Arts 

Sam Alexander 
Mary Brady 
Thomas Coode 
Karen Timko 
Kent Yardley 

10 Faculty 

"Teaching is a tough job that 
somebody has to do. I di dn't 
really always know that I wa s 
going to be a teacher, but I did 
enjoy teaching at an early stage. I 
was a camp counselor at a 
summer camp, teaching crafts. I 
also taught swimming and 
lifesaving. After college I w anted 
to test my teacher wings, and I've 
been in t he business ever since. 

My favorite part about teach
ing is the 'Ah ha!' when I'm 
teaching and students catch on 
to an idea or concept." 

"I t each to positively influence young 
people through music. I str ongly believe in 
discipline, punctuality, and working together, 
and I try to get students to develop into 
mature adults through these points. 

I've taught for 35 years--two in 
Virginia, and 33 with DODDS, 21 of those at 
Kaiserslautern. in high school, my two music 
teachers influenced me to the point where I 
knew in the tenth grade that I wa nted to teach 
high-school music. 

My favorite part of teaching is making 
good music with my students and motivating 
them to be responsible, mature adults." 

Tech/6areer 
"I tr uly love high school students! My job is 

different because it provides me the opportunity 
of working in the community as well as in the 
school. I feel Career Practicum does make a 
difference in so many students' lives. 

I di dn't always know I wo uld be a teacher. I 
went to college because I wa nted to be a for
eign-based flight attendant for TWA! I am so 
thankful for the fun-filled, healthy life I've been 
given. I am so fortunate I m ade the decision to 
become a teacher and meet the greatest teacher 
I ha ve ever known, my husband. 

I lov e Ramstein High School and hope to 
spend at least two more years here before we 
throw in the towel and start our next life in Arkansas!" 

"I fir st considered being a teacher because that's 
what Jesus did and I'm always trying to follow His lead. 
I lov e the interaction with young minds. You guys are 
fresh and very few of you have the adult disease, the 
dreaded "Hidden Agenda"! I ge t a lot of personal 
satisfaction working with my hands, making something 
better. Being a 'Do-it-yourselfer' has always put a smile 
on my face and saved me money, too! 

I sta rted out teaching in the Peace Corps 25 years 
ago. I've always known that teaching hands-on activi
ties like Auto Tech would make for happy students. 
That brings up my favorite part about teaching: smiling 
students who are technologically literate. They know 
how to pass on that smile to people they meet with 
mechanical problems. Wouldn't it be great if we could 
all help one another to solve our problems? 

That's why I lov e to teach." 

James Battista, 
Mira Battista, 
Donald Borstad, 
Pat Davidson, 
David Izzo, 
Rudolph Lewis, 
LaShonda McFarland 

Mary Ann Mead, 
Rebecca Oliver, 
Tom Speller, 
Leon Stamm, 
Jessica Tucker, 
Eunice White, 

Jay Zagorski 



Lost in Translation Foreign 
Language 

Ronald Atchison 
Andreas Behr 
Suzanne Diallo 
Pavlina Feichtinger 
Lori Izzo 
Debra Mol 

Not pictured: 
Rachel Harris 

"I taught a lab class when I was in college and 
found out that I really e njoyed it, so I decided to 
become a teacher. I n ever would have imag
ined that I'd be a teacher while I w as in high 
school, but I've been doing it for 25 years now, 
so I gu ess something took. 

I enjoy coming to school every day. I'm lucky 
because I g et to have students for two mor 
more years in F rench, so I feel like I really g et to 
know them. I su ppose I shouldn't say this, but 
I re ally do miss my students when I'm on my 
summer vacation." 

"After I left the German military, I stu died to become 
a teacher. I alwa ys knew I wa nted to work with young 
people. My favorite part about teaching is to watch 
students actually applying the things they learn in class. 
If a student understands what he is doing and uses his 
German language in a conversation with a German 
neightbor or friend without using his English instead -
then this is a very rewarding moment for me." 

"I e njoy seeing students learn and find success. 
I ha ve been teaching for 25 years. I did n't decided 
to be a teacher until I gr aduated from college. 

My biggest reward is seeing students smile and 
be proud of themselves when they have mastered 
a difficult concept." 

"I teach because I love to share my knowledge and students 
are highly amusingto me. I hav e been teaching since 1961 with 
students from kindergarden to nursingschool. As ateenager, 
I w anted to work in Europe, especially Germany. 

My parents wanted me to become a doctor, but I so on 
found that mytruecallingwas teaching. It is ajoy for me when 
students learn what I a m trying to teach them. I hope to 
become the oldest teacher in DODDS." 

"I love to work with kids and I love 
sports. Teachingandcoachingarethough 
jobs, but somehow I do it. I've been 
teachingfor16years now, and ifyou'd told 
me I wa s goingto be a teacherforthat long 
I'd have said, 'No way.' 

The best thing about teaching is watch
ing kids grow up and enjoy themselves. I 
like to give them a hard time, but at the end 
of the day, I'm glad I am a teacher." 

William Belmear 
Kent Grosshuesch 
Glenn Porter 

Karen Campbell 
Gretchen Diether-Haake 
Dennis Edwards 
Patrick Hasenbuhler 
John Langholz 
Eldon Mead 
John Penter 13 



Math 
"I e njoy working with my 

students and seeing the light 
bulb turn on in their minds. 
Attempting to make a differ
ence is why I te ach. 

This is my tenth year 
teaching, but I ne ver knew that 
would end up teaching I di dn't 
realize that I wa nted to be a 
teacher until I wa s an 
sophmore in college. I wa s 
studying to be an engineer. 
My favorite part of teaching is 
working with the students in 
the classroom and in Student 
Council." 

Dianne Schnellhammer 
Gary Steffenmeier 
LaShea Udoka 
Maria Utley 

"I e njoy seeing the excite
ment when a student figures 
out a problem and can apply it 
to the real world. It's satisfying 
to know that I've taught them 
something they will c arry with 
them into adulthood. Every 
student is capable of learning 
math. Some students defi
nitely have to work harder 
than others, but that is the 
case for everything in life. 
Practice and hard work are the 
keys to success." 

Mary Borstad 
Jennifer Brumback 
Steve Falkenbury 
Cecilia Grosselin 
Kathy Jo Lee 
Bert Manning 
Kay Rhodes 

Freshman year is the time 
when we're too young to do some things but 

far too old to do others. It's like watching 
Shreck or Toy Story-you see the movies on 
one level when you're a kid, bu t when you 

watch them again later, you find all the adult 
jokes and wonder how you missed them the 

first time around. Sometimes, freshman year is 
like reru ns, with the same old lessons and the 
same old lectures. But other times, it's like 

watching one of those foreign films with sub
titles that you can't really understand, even 

though you know it's in English , in the back of 
your mind, you know you're supposed to be 

thinking deep thoughts;but you can't help 
wondering if you're the only one who doesn't 
understand this film. People keep telling you 
'Watch it again when you're older and it will 

make more sense." Come to think of it, that 
could be the motto of every freshman. 

FRESHMEN STARS 



" The Freshmen Class helped play a part 
in Homecoming and we plan on doing a 
service project at the Fisher House. I en joy 
being president because I ge t to play a huge 
role in making the Freshmen class an 
important part of the school." 

Jordan Rhodes, 
Freshman Class President 

(Left to Right): Nick Byars, Senator; John Hartel, 
Senator, Katee Norris, Vice President; Aaron Bradley, 
Secretary; Jordan Rhodes, President; Matt Kerry, 
T reasurer. 

CurtisAdams 
Ryan Albrandt 

Robert Allen 
James Armstrong 

Michael Arnold 
Brian Auchman 

Chelsea Bachmann 
Krista Bacungan 
Kaylen Bannister 
Shawn Banuchi 

Claire Barker 
Lyn-Marie Bassi 

Brenton Batzer 
Michelle Behr 

Katie Bell 
Holly Bellany 

Andrew Benjamin 
Jeremy Bennet 

Hannah Bergeron 
Teriq Bethea 

Tobias Bischoff 
Kyle B lair 

Richard Botts 
Ashley Bowers 

Aaron Bradley 
Alexa Brokaw 
TheresaBrooks 
MelissaBrown 
Joshua Brunson 
Britni Bryan 

Kenna Bryan 
Christopher Burgess 
Jessica Burley 
Zachary Burrus 
Alyssa Bushaw 
Kyle Bushaw 

Joseph Buyer 
Nick Buyers 

Jayci Cachuela 
Micheala Calvert 
Shaleena Carlisle 
Quinderius Carr 

Matthew Carrillo 
Patrick Carroll Jr. 
Natalie Castillo 
Irene Charbonneau 
Jason Cherres 
Marcus Cherry 

George Chinea 
Samantha Clark 
Kristina Clements 
Joseph Clickener 
Alksa Colby 
Amanda Collins 

Adrean Conrad 
Michael Cook 
Rachel Corley 
Jerome Cosby 
Chris Cover 
Jeremy Cowardin 
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Talk 
about 
your 
favorite 
movie 
of all 
time. 

I like the movie "Valentine" 
because it shows how far 
your simple teasing can 
really go, and it is always 
keeping you thinking the 
whole time about who the 
culprit is. There is a sort of 
twisted ending that could 

be thought of as sweet. 

I like the movie "Triple X" 
because Vin Diesel plays a 
crazy man doing crazy 
stunts, then he gets 
involved in some crazy 
things and ends up doing 
crazy things for crazy 
people. 

My favorite movie of all 
time was "Pirates of the 
Carribbean". I love action, 
adventure, and romance 
movies and this tied them 
all together. I thought the 
graphics were really good 
too. It was a great movie. 

Joseph Koning Daniel Munoz Lyn-Marie Baui 

I 

Ciara Cunningham 
Alisa D'Andrea 
Gabriella Dines 

Matthew Dunkleman 
Charles Echols 

Shea Eiland 

Andrea Engwall 
Axel Escalante 

Mark Faught 
Katharina Ferry 

Justin Flood 
Susan Fluker 

Aaron Cowles 
T rey Cox 

Breana Coyle 
Samantha Crawford 

Stormy Croft 
Richard Culbreath 

Trey Fortunato 
Emily Francis 
Lagasha Francis 
Matthew Calos 
Sean Garcia 
Uriah Gibson 

Benjamin Gill 
Georgia Cleason 
Colin Graham 
Nick Grahek 
Amber Green 
Kyle Gregory 

Patricia Gregory 
Jason Griffin 
Adam Griffith 
Ryan Grimes 
Kenneth Guion 
Natasha Haley 

Anthony Handley 
Allison Harper 
Danielle Harris 
Andrew Hartel 
John Hartel 
Sarah Hassett 

Stephanie Hay 
Keshia Hayes 
Brad Hedden 
Lorey Henderson 
Megan Hershberger 
Aaron Hildebrand 

Bryan Hilty 
Courteney Hooten 
Madeline Hossack 
Arian Howard 
Joshua Huckabee 
Jacquelyn Hustead 



If I were 
invisable 
for a day, 
I would... 

...jump on board a flight 
to Atlanta. I'd sneak 
into Six Flags and ride 
some good roller 
coasters. Then I'd go to 
a Crispy Creme and 
help myself to a bunch 
of doughnuts. 

Rich Culbreath 

...rob some store or 
bank. I am a little tight 
on cash these days. 

...follow people around 
to see what they say 
about me when I'm not 
there. I would also 
make things move to 
scare people. 

Kevin Underwood Paricia Gregory 

Precious James 
Stephan James 
Lorea Jarmon 

JoshuaJennings 
Joseph Jimenez 
David Johnson 

Leah Johnson 
Samantha Johnson 

Sarah Johnston 
Aaron Jones 
Korin Judge 

Kyla Kay 

Shawn Kelly 
Leisha Kermiar-Schenk 

Matthew Kerry 
James King III 

Joseph Koning 
Sarah Korich 
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Mary Koziar 
Dennis Kreitler 
Krista Krone 
Angela Lacey 
Steven Lalich 
Matthew Lane 

Kimberly LaPan 
Levi Lasky 
Lisa Lehman 
Kendra Lenoir 
Cassandra Lindsey 
Tyeisha Lingham 

Dalyn Lipps 
David Lock 
Katherine Lommel 
John Lucas 
Whitney Luckett 
Alison Luthman 

Cybil Martin 
Terah McAdam 
Whitney McCloud 
Caitlin McCullough 
LaDashia Mcintosh 
Abigail McKay 

Allyson McKinney 
Zachary McKnight 
Fuad Mefleh 
Stephanie Menshew 
Max Meyer 
Brittney Miller 

Denver Miller 
Ian Miller 
Jessica Miller 
Ashlie Mis 
Ashley Mobry 
Robert Mol 
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If you could 
bring back 
one famous 
person from 
the dead, 
who would it 
be? 

I w ould bring back Elvis 

because he had a great 

impact on music. He had 

his own way of dancing 

and singing. He had a 
good voice and movies. 

Everybody knows who he 

is; he is a legend. 

I wo uld like to hear from 
Abraham Lincoln because 
I kn ow that he was a smart 
person and had great 
moral values. It would be a 
wonderful thing for him to 
see what some of his 
thoughts and actions have 
led to. 

John F. Kennedy because 
he would do wonders in 
the political area of the 
United States. He was 
such a popular president 
who would probably have 
been voted a second term. 
He would be able to father 
his children. 

Katee Norris Aaron Bradley Jayci Cachuela 

Juliesa Moore 
Eric Mosley 

Daniel Munoz 
Andre Murray 

Santana Murry 
Michelle Neira 

Aric Nelson 
Jonathan Newcomb 

Robert Nicholson 
Kathrine Norris 

Erin Noyes 
Letticia Ortiz 

Karly Osten 
Jesus Otero-Pabon 

Lauren Ouber 
Eric Oyan 

Patrick Pamintuan 
Amanda Parfitt 

Adrian Parks 
Micheal Parsons 
Jesus Perez Jr. 
Bill Perr in II 
Akeira Peterman 
Nadine Peters 

Stephen Peters 
Parise Pichon 
Melinda Pierce 
Amber Pincombe 
Veronica Place 
Erin Plate 

David Posey 
Adrian Powell 
Ashley Pulliam 
Jeremiah Raveling 
Dana Ray 
Corbin Rech 

Jordan Rhodes 
Kylie R obillard 
Jonathon Robinson 
Stephana Robinson 
Adam Rogers 
Megan Rose 

Paul Salaz IV 
Faith Sanders-Walker 
Brianna Santos 
Marcus Saunders 
Madison Scaccia 
Earl Schrader 

Emily Scott 
Margarita Serrano 
Sean Sheehan 
Aaron Slickers 
Terri Smedegard 
Cody Smiddy 



Why do 
older 
students 
intimidate 
you? 

They're bigger and 
stronger and their 
voices don't squeak. 
But most of all, I look 
up to them, sort of like 
the rulers of the school. 

They give me weird 
looks and they're pretty 
much fine. They do not 
really do anything, but 
thanks for the concern. 

Intimidate me? Don't 
make me laugh! I fear 
them not, for they are 
more immature than I. 

Matthew Dunkleman I Hannah Bergeron I Trey Cox 

Daryl Smith 
Weston Smith 
Michael Soto 
Alicia Stenzel 

Paige Stephens 
Brian Stephenson 

Jasmine Stewart 
John Steward 

Alyssa Sweitzer 
Maverick Tapia 

Demarcus Taylor 
Alex andraTelles 

Rebecca Tenuta 
Renee Theroux 

Chenoa Tichonchuk 
Crystal Todd 

Jeremy Torrent 
Lorraine Tucker 

Brendan Turnbull 
Anthony Turner 
J.P. Turney 
Micah Turney 
Kevin Underwood 
Cabriela Valdespino 

Amanda Vance 
Jennifer Vaughan 
Jessica Vaughan 
Jan-Karl Velez 
Bryan Verlinde 
Nathaniel Villagracia 

Jennifer Voegler 
Matthew Walch 
Austin Walker 
James Walker 
Drew Wallsworth 
Stacia Warwick 

Micheala Watts 
Jessica Waurishuk 
Laura Waxmann 
Lucas Waxmann 
Bryan Weaver 
Kimberly Webb 

Alyssa Weiss 
Jackie Williams 
Trent Williams 
Sharayah Wills 
Samantha Winchester 
Kyle Wipert 

Diana Witmer 
Holly Woods 
Nicholas Yarcho 
Nichole York 
Rachel Young 
Hanna Youngling 



Do you 
like high 
school or 
middle 
school 
better? 

There are many reasons 
why I like high school 
better. They have 
better classes and 
longer lunch times. I 
especially like the way 
our schedule is. 

I like high school better 
because of the freedom 
we get. There are more 
things to do in the high 
school and they seem 
to trust you more to do 
what you're supposed 
to do. 

I love high school 
because of cosmotology 
and the upper classmen 
are so nice. I also like it 
because it's big! We get 
to walk to Burger King 
and you get to meet 
new people. Yeah! 

Patrick Carroll I Kristina Clements I Nichole Steiner 

Photos 
Not 
Available 

Alberto Alvarado 
Paul Braden 
Michael Burnett 
Sydney Cobb 
Celsey Cole 
Manoela Colindres 
Alexander Fox 
Patrick Furey 
James Griffith 
Rachel Hastings 
Darlesha Johnson 

Ian Justice 
William Kowalski 
Courtney Linde 
Wellington Lopes 
Nogueira Da Silva 
Rolando Maceluch 
Jena Massicotte 
Katy O'Hara 
Chelsea Puig 
Todd Rayborn 
Keith Roggenstein 

Joe Schmidt 
Keith Simpson 
Andrew Smith 
Jenna Steiner 
Nichole Steiner 
Nolan Wilken 

The sophomore year 
is like a mystery movie where the ending keeps 

changing. We used to be so sure of ourselves. We 
knew we were just the little freshmen and that no
body had too many expectations for us, being the 

youngest ones and all. But suddenly we have respon
sibilities and expectations. Our old excuses don't 
seem to work in these new classes. Our old study 

methods don't always get us the same 
results. We find ourselves spending more time trying 

to figure out how to do that harder math, that 
Chemistry, that AP World History. If s just so confus
ing some days. We know the script and the charae 
ters, but things don't go together as easily as they 

did last year. I guess what we miss most are the tidy 
endings. It was nice to get everything all wrapped up 
at the end of the day. Now, we hardly ever feel that 
closure. If s like spending all that time watching the 
mystery unfold and then realizing as we leave the 

theater that we still didn't "get it." Sophomore year? 
Lots of previews of what is to come. 

Sophomore Stars 



"The main goal of the Sophomore class 
is to have fun while fulfilling our responsi
bilities. We want for the Sophomores to 
enjoy their year at RHS and to leave 
Ramstein with lasting memories. We hope 
that with participation and support we can 
work together to achieve this goal. We 
hope to come up with ways to get more 
Sophomores involved." 

Thomas Appel-Schumacher 

Sophomore Class Officers: 

President: Thomas Appel-Schumacher 
Vice President: Greta Morgan 
Secretary: April Dentler 
Treasurer: Danny Edwards 

Sean Bannister 
Sanchze Barnes 
Brittney Barton 
Courtney Ann Billings 
Brandy Bond 

Jonathan Bowers 
Stacie Brockington 
Mandy Brown 
Andrew Bryant 
Megan Buffington 

Andrew Callwood 
Marcie Camacho 
James Campbell 
William Carrington 
Karla Centeno 

Dustin Chamberlain 
Alexander Chebaro 
Benjamin Christian 
Gabrielle Clements 
Jessie Cloma 

Lindsey Coats 
Kara Cole 
Anthony Coleman 
Brandon Connors 
Phoenisha Cook 

Brandon Cosens 
William Coutoure 
Dominique Creek 
David Crites 
Jamie Croft 

Danny Abbott 
Jordan Abraham 
Tabetha Allison 
Ray Alston 

Josh Altenbernd 
Diana Alvarado 
Chris Amrine 
Thomas Appel-Schumacher 

Alexandra Arbuckle 
Jessica Arnett 
Sarah Aubin 
Ryan Bach man 
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Tdl us 
about 
your 
favorite 
movie. 

"I don't really have a favorite 
movie, but I did like The 
Treehouse of Horrors movie we 
watched in Mrs. Curry-Johnson's 
English class! It was fun to watch 
because you never really knew 
what was going to happen next." 

Meagan Cimbrone 

"Finding Nemo is my favorite 
movie. I lov e the part where 
Dori tells Marlin, 'Just keep 
swimming, just keep swimming.' 
It's good advice. When life gets 
you down, you just keep 
swimming." 

Casey Moore 

I like the movie Queen of the 
Damned, because I lo ve the 
Vampire Chronciles. Even 
though the movie didn't stay 
with the books and the series, it 
was a great movie, plus it was in 
memory of Aaliyah." 

James Turner 

Duane Cruz 
Maggie Curry 
Cassy Dailey 
Kyle Davies 

Tahnee de la Cerda 
Michael de la Paz 
Daniel Delaney 
Jeffrey Demuth 

April Dentler 
Alex Dumke 
Lindsey Dunn 
Charlene Echols \ .y=r" 
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Leslie Flores 
Steve Fohrman 
Sarah Francis 
Rachel Frazee 
Ryan Fritter 

Arianna Frizzar 
Cory Fuller 
Matt Cage 
Alex Gardner 
Liesel Gill 

Meagan Gimbrone 
Ryan Gough 
Allison Graves 
Elisabeth Graves 
Felisha Gray 

Elyse Grimes 
Briane Hall 
Jennifer Halverson 
Luzviminda Hamlett 
Jasmine Hampton 



Tell us 
about the 
most 
exciting 
place you 
. "Russia is the most exciting 

f0j nPPn place, because the culture is 
' L/C't// l» completly different from 

anything I've ever been accus
tomed to" 

Kristen Lally 

The most exciting place that ujhe most exciting place I've 
I ha ve been to was Texas, been to is my room, because I 
because everything is tight get |ost in the mess all of the 
down south." time." 

Kyle King TJ N elson 

Kari Harding 
Heather Haivey 
Daniel Haven 
Jessica Henderson 

Welasinee Herb 
Sean Heron 
Melissa Herzel 
Krystiana Hoehn 

Sami Houdek 
James Hourican 
Timothy Howard 
Sammy Hurst 
Christopher Hustead 

Chris Ibarra 
JB Irizarry 
Stephanie Jackson 
Erin Jamison 
Scott Jardine 

Matthew Jobes 
Amber Johnson 
Darreyn Johnson 
Keith Johnson 
Kristin Johnson 

Seth Johnson 
Crystal Jones 
Jessica Jones 
Megan Jones 
Melaine Jones 

Ranee Jones 
Becca Kerby 
Christopher Kieta 
Kyle King 
Nathan Kinnaird 

Kristin Klahn 
Jacob Knight 
Cassie Krone 
Kristen Lally 
Tim Lavoie 



Tell us 
about 
your 
favorite 
musical 
group 
or singer. 

"I love country! Tim McGrawand 
Rascal Flatts are my favorite bands. 
They're hot and awesome singers. 
They also have good meaning to 
their songs." 

"I really enjoy listening to 
N'sync and Backstreet Boys. Oh, 
and Britney Spears. I just love 
them all." 

"I like Blink 182. They are a 
really cool and funny band. 
However, while I'm relaxing I like 
to listen to the Spice Girls." 

Allison Ringdahl Kyle Farrell Daniel Haven 

Kyle McCrimmon 
Paige McCullum 
Phil McDonald 
Abram McKay 
Ashleigh McKnight 

Raymond Menendez 
Amanda Michael 
Donald Mitchell 
Alycia Mixon 
David Modlin 

Casey Moore 
Greta Morgan 
Andrew Morton 
Pierre Mosley 

Allie Mubs 

Kaila Muriera 
Alan Muther 
Elizabeth Nauer 
T.J. Nelson 

Jennifer Nielson 

Barry Nixon 
Vanessa Nunez 
Poochi Pareedon 
Christopher Parker 

Zachary Parker 

Tomas Pasvogel 
Jarret Perry 
Corteney Petit 
Nicklas Petitt 
Geoff Place 

Mark Lessel 
Talaysha Lingham 
Patrick Long 
Stephanie Lovato 

Tabitha Lovett 
Michael Mahfouz 
Lyndsey Manley 
Jason Manning 

Bryan Martin 
Cami Martinez 
Monica McCormick 
Ken McCoy 



Tell us 

makes 

Felix Polendey 
Joshua Priddy 
Arin Reese 

Sara Reuss 

Jennie Rindfleisch 
Allison Ringdahl 
Katherine Ritche 

Denis Rivera 

Ricker Rodarte 
Sarah Rogers 
Rachel Rust 

Amelia Rutherford 

"When teachers lead you into 
class discussions and everyone 
gets to express their minds and 
voice their own opinions. When 
everyone gets their say in whats 
going on, it makes me feel like I 
can do something great." 

Jessica Arnett 

"Colleen makes class exciting 
because she knows how to get the 
class involved in all of our class 
discussions. Classes can also be 
exciting when teachers start topics 
that have to do with the real world 
and what we will l earn by this." 

Warren Young Colleen Fahy 

class 
exciting. 

"I make class exciting because 
I like to make everyone get 
involved in t he discussion. When 
everyone gets involved, it makes 
class so much easier to under
stand." 

Brenden Shishido 
Nina Sikes 
Lesa Slocam 
Caleb Smeeth 

Michael Smith 

Justin Smith 
Soraya Somers 
Eric Sorio 
Lea Stark 

Michael Steel 

Paul Steel 
Josh Stroder 
Andrew Strouse 
Su-Ah Suh 

Joseph Sullivan 

Candice Swinger 
Sierra Tate 
Matthew Terruso 
Morgan Thomas 

Brittney Thompson 

Deidre Thompson 
Judian Thompson 
Stacy Thompson 
Erika Toth 
Kayla Tschudy 

Mary Salcedo 
Beatrice Samaniego 
Chad Scott 
Michael Scott 

Noah Sheppard 



James Turner 
Spencer Van Wagenen 
Devon Wade 
Chris Waszak 

Chris Watson 

Brandon Weathers 
Allen Weaver 
Steven Webb 
Anthony Wellens 

Sierra White 

Ray Wicks 
Bradley Wilder 
Jamie Wiley 
Melissa Williams 
Diana Willis 

Michelle Wilson 
Chris Wolske 
Eric Woods 
Melony Woody 

John Worden 

Rome Wynder 
Megan Yarcho 
Ashley Yereance 
Jazmine York 
Warren Young 

Photos Not 
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Jasmine Arning 
Cina Barker 
Eire Bruce 
Cabby Casavant 
Clint Colbert 
Danny Edwards 
Jeremiah Grady 

Michael Harper 
Brandon Hayes 
Marita Ivery 
Nicholas Kulp 
Jamaal Litteljohn 
Celia Morte 
Antonio Munoz 

Leslie Pierson 
Regie Pore 
Chris Ridgway 
Jay Serrano 
Kristal Tepiew 
Wade Wilson 

Junior year? It's like the worst 
horror movie of all time! Instead of being Gulliver 
and towering over all your problems, you're sud

denly the guy who's always getting chased by the 
huge gorilla. Some days, it's like the nightmare that 

won't end. If if s not AP Chem or Math Analysis 
breathing down your neck, then it's APLAC or 

APUS haunting you. You actually get so paranoid 
about all these AP alphabet courses that you can't 
even watch Sesame Street without shuddering. If s 
time to get a job and earn your own money for trips 
and nights out. If s time to bring a little time man
agement into your life so you can survive those late 

nights before three projects are due. Ifs time to 
start thinking about college and how you're going 
to pay for it. You feel like you're caught in a bad 

movie, playing Whack-a-Mole, only every time you 
get one problem solved two more stick up their ugly 
little heads. The only thing that keeps you alive is 
knowing that some people really do survive in the 
horror movie and live for the sequal: Senior Year! 

Junior Stars 
junior portratits 



Corri Abraham 

Katie Addison 

Kate Aguilar 

Maria Alfaro 

Tina Allen 

Dustin Amrine 

Victoria Apodaca 

Magan Armstrong 

AJ A smus 

Marissa Barnett 

Devin Barton 

Laura Barton 

Sarah Billiar 

Adam Blair 

Monica Bolles 

Tara Boseman 

Michael Boyd 

Majel Braden 

Alex Burgess 

Laura Byers 

Joey Cachuela 

Juli Caprio 

Adriana Carrasco 

Vanessa Casavant 

Katie Castillo 

Chris Checotah 

Mark Cipriano 

Ciera Clark 

Jamie Clark 

Natalie Clark 

JUKlORHitu B 

Kristen Coletta 

John Comstock 

Katie Cordova 

Parker Cowles 

Dawn Culley 

Dyshunda Curtis 

junior portraits 

If you 
could 
replace 
any actor 
in a movie, 
who 
would it 
be? 

'Zoolander. Me instead 
of Ben Stiller. I think it 
would be good for me 
to show a side of my 
ver-sa-til-ity! Plus, I 
think it would be really 
incredably gooder and 
betta-ful-like." 

Brian Liston-Clark 

"I woul d replace Collin 
Farrel in Phone Booth 
with me because he 
made a fortune for 
basically one scene. A 
phonebooth. A p hone. 
A fortune!" 

Tommy Purde 

"Daniel Radcliffe needs to 
be replaced in the Harry 
Potter movies. He can't 
act happy, scared, sad, or 
suprised. He ruined the 
movie and needs to be 
fired and sent to acting 
school!" 

Shannon Ehckson 

Jose De Jesus 

Robin Dishman 

Daniel Dixon 

Danielle Dull 

Cordelia Dunai 

Adesuwa Elaiho 

Benjamin Eller 

Mandie Elmore 

Brianne Engwall 

Patty Erickson 

Shannon Erickson 

Jose Figueroa 

Katie Fluker 

Doug Francis 

Brian Greeley 

Krissy Crosselin 

James Hamlett 

Fleather Flansen 
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Tell us 
about 
your 
favorite 
movie. 

"Dumb and Dumber is 
my all time favorite 
movie. It is about two 
best friends who are 
constantly down on 
their luck and not to 
bright either. It is a 
very funny and 
heatwarming." 

"Half Baked is a totally 
awesome movie. It is 
funny and I love the 
actors. The plot is very 
random. It all happened 
because a guy fed a 
horse and the horse 
died. It's one of the 
greatest movies of all 
time." 

"Our favorite movie is 
Pirates of the Carib
bean. Johnny Depp is 
very hot! It's swash
buckling good fun. 
We give it four 
staaaaarghs, matey! 
Johnny Depp is hot!" 

Ryan O'Hara Kat Weart Dani Dull/Ashley Vossmer 

Jason Hanson 
Mark Hartel 

LaVelle Hines 
Keaton Hinners 

Madeleine Holloman 
Shaun Honts 

Brittaney Hooten 
James Horst 
Betsy Howe 
Austin Izzo 

Michelle Jacobs 
Katrinajennings 

Gregoryjimerson 
Cordea Johnson 

Elizabeth Johnson 
JennaJohnson 

Reginald Johnson 
Jordon Jones 
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Tiffany Jordan 
Jonathan Judge 
Ashley Kallas 
William Kapun 
Elizabeth Karlick 

Scott Kelly 

Andrew Kleiser 
Brittney Kulp 
Brad Lane 
Sarah Lawson 
Chris Lee 
JR Lequin 

Jamie Lindsey 
Brian Liston-Clark 
Martin Lovato 
Matt Luthman 
Courtney Magee 
Michael Mahler 

Zachary Manley 
Mario Martin 
Alicia Martinez 
Fiona McAllister 
Kent McCormick 
Raquel McCullum 

Jermey McCaughy 
Heather Mendoza 
Matthew Meyer 
Geoff Minton 
Tarah Most 
Cassandra Motley 

Amanda Newkirk 
Stephanie Nichols 
Sarah Nickens 
Beth Nielsen 
Bobbie Nocross 
Joseph Ogwo 
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Ryan O'Hara 

Leigh Olphin 

Matt Omdal 

Kristyn Osborne 

Jessie Parfitt 

Andrew Patrin 

Jorge Paz 

Jonathan Pelka 

Paul Petersen 

Lucy Phillips 

Will Pierce 

Zach Pollard 

Thomas Purtle 

Logan Rainforth 

Adam Rasmussen 

Kristen Rectenwald 

Rashad Reese 

Brennon Relaford 

William Rubenstein 

Janie Rubio 

Lacy Russell 

Lanora Samaniego 

Jason Sarmiento 

Karl Saucier 

Maria Serrano 

Eric Severic 

Mari Shakir 

Brianna Shaver 

Kelly Simmons 

Matt Slaymaker 

Klenton Smith 

Krishna Smith 

Ryan Smith 

Justin Soli 
Valerie Soto 

Carl Sowdon 

junior portraits 

What was 
your most 
humiliating 
moment 
in school? 

"I wa s being a ball girl 
for the varsity girls 
soccer game and I 
went to go pick up a 
ball. While picking it 
up, my foot slipped on 
the wet grass, due to 
rain, and I fell flat on 
my butt in front of K-
town's guys varsity 
team!" 

Valerie Soto 

"I got a bad stomach flu, 
but went to school. At 
lunch, my stomach went 
crazy and I star ted to 
vomit all over the table. I 
got up and sprinted to 
the bathroom, leaving a 
trail of vomit behind me. 
People called me "vomit 
boy." Luckly, we moved 
that summer and I've 
held my stomach since." 

Mike Mahler 

"I watched "A Christmas 
Story" and the idea of 
someone getting his 
tongue stuck to a 
frozen pole seemed 
crazy. I licked a frozen 
heep of snow and it 
stuck! Kids crowded 
around and laughed. I 
was bawling my eyes 
out" 

Matt Omdal 

Caroline Stamm 

Julia Stanis 

Heather Steele 

Shane Stephens 

Mark Stephenson 

Matthew Stewart 

Michael Strickler 

Nichole Swalko 

Amanda Taylor 

Kevin Taylor 

Shane Terrill 

Brentney Terry 

Heather Thieme 

Kristi Thompson 

Shaun Thompson 

T racy Tibbits 

Alejandra Todd 

Theresa Topolski 
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Tell 
about the 

worst 
movie of 

all time. 

"Jecpers Creepers is the 
worst movie. The script 
and actors stunk. The 
first two minutes were 
suspensefull, but the 
rest... let's just say it 
wasn't the best." 

Elizabeth Kariick 

78 Days Later has to be 
the worst. It seemed like 
a cheap rip-off of an old 
Day of the Dead movie. 
It was like sitting 
through funeral music 
and walking around an 
empty Times Square." 

Rome Wynder 

"I think the worst movie 
that I've ever seen 
would have to be 
Matrix Reloaded. I was 
really anticipating it and 
became really disap
pointed about half-way 
through it. Just watch it 
and you'll understand. 
Actually, don't waste 
your time." 

Zach Manley 

Lindsey Wilson 
Neia Woodson 
Marie Wright 
Joanna Young 
Justin Yungvirt 

Charel Zinnerman 

Photos Not Available 
Nathan Anderson Dustin Linger Jason Pollack Chris Vance 
Mary Ann Battista » Brian Marron Brittany Robinson Devon Wade 
Joe Cosens Michael Massicotte AJ Russo Alex Watts 
Shawn Dorman Angelo Mirabito Shane Schultz Josh Wesloski 
Cullen Dugan Catherine Mueller Velmarie Serrano Kyle Wilder 
Jeff Frederick Sean Orozco Mitchell Steiner 

Kyle Wilder 

Mara Groom Wertz Pocock Anna Tingley 

Junior Class Student Council 
John Torris 
Tara Trejo 

Nicole Tucker 
Corena Unpingco 
Rachel Van Buren 
Ryan Vanderneck 

Veronica Veltman 
Ashley Vossmer 

Holly Walker 
Nadine Wallace 

Katelynn Waurishuk 

Kat Weart 

Kyle Wilder 
De Shazo Wilkinson 

CJ Williams 
Tiffany Williams 
Amy Williamson 
Connie Wilson 

"The main goal of the Junior Class is to plan and 
carry out a sucessful prom. The officers and those 
who volunteer their time and ideas have all worked 
hard this year to raise funds and organize pre-
prom details. Through Homecoming, the student 
store, Kris Kringle Market, gift wrapping, and 
several other activities, Juniors have worked hard 
to make sure we have is ad equet funding for an 
exciting night in May! 

It's fun to be a class officer, as you get to 
make important decisions, such as location and 
decorations for the prom. We hope that through 
our hard work the school, particularily the seniors, 
can relax and enjoy themselves at the end of the 
year. We hope everyone has fun!" 

Fiona McAllister 
Devon Barton Sarah Nickens Corena Unpingco 
Secratary President Senator 
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It s our last year, and, tke monies roll on. 
College applications and tne 

dreaded "personal essay" bring our 
own nightmares on Elm Street, we Iwe 

in a freaky Friday world, kalf adult 
and kalf ckild. Ckampionskips and close 

calls- it's tke agony and tke ecstasy 
on tke playing fields of Ramstein. 
Our future looms before us in a far 

countrywkere many of us kaoe necer 
really Iwed.In tke end, We travel one 

road,bound in felloWskip as We 
reack for our precious- tke diploma 

tkat will bring us 
tke sweet smell of success. 

Senior Stars 
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13rendan Allen 

Madison Armatys 

Jason Bergeron Cati Biscfoff •' Giovanni Camacfo 

Crystal Boone 

April Brown 

Tasfia Boseman 

Jaclyn Brown 

Kevin Bwsfi 

James Carlisle 

Cfnris Barbe 

Ashley Batzer 

Victor Bates Ann Battista Danny Burns 

Ben Carden 

Tfomas Allen Bryan Apgar Alan Blanfesnbe&er 

C(danell Botts 

Ana Bwrlingame 

Jackie Babcoc^ Collette Bannister 
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A wy Nixon 
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President: Adina Mead, Vice President: Tatreka Polite, 
Secretary: Cati Bischoff, Treasurer: Jackie Gentz, 
Senators: Candi Coats and Whitney Tilley 

Post-Production 
Senior Class Officers 

Krissie Humke Rita Moldanado 

We've done many things this year and been 
very successful. We won first place for our 
Homecoming float and we went to the 
Landstuhl military hospital on Halloween to 
distribute candy and greetings to the troops 
and patients. We've gotten things done on 
time for graduation. 

We have great leadership in our officers this 
year and with our sponsor, Ms. Norris. We all 
take pride in planning and putting together 
projects and events for the Seniors. We want 
to make this an unforgettable year, one that all 
Seniors will enjoy looking back on in the years 
to come. 

Adina Mead 
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Brittnekj Deery Vanessa 

Alex Samuel Brian Stewart Jonatan Mwnoz Ckis Neal 

May Wilmont 

Rijan Yarcfio 

James Walts 

Asfilie Wilder 

Katie Wilson 

Ana Yepes-Gonzalez 

Tacqwies Williams 

Patricia Wood 

Asfiley Warner 

Britney Weicl?wm 

Jessica Zimmerman 



WB look back now on our Wonderful 
\ a, V <£ , f * j) 

\ioes and We realize koW muck We Would 
ka^e missed if We d keen satisfied to sit on 

tke sidelines being tke Waterkoy. 

Student life is most fulfilling foe tkose 
v\>ko c Lo t ke cigkttking and get invoiced. 

We teasel. We create. We Volunteer. 
We battle tke big sleep to find one more 
lione witk our friends, one more day to 

build our nigkts to remember. Student life is 
a guest, a war of tke many Worlds We 

inkabit. We are someone's ckild, friend, 
teammate, student. In tke end, we got 

ineoleed so We could make tkese tke best 
• * *' * V 

years of our Ikes. 

Action Stars 
i 

" My family and I went to Prague Labor Day weekend. We stayed 
in the Old City in thejewish Ghettos. We shopped in the street 
markets and took the trolley to the New City, where we toured 
the St. Nikolas Cathedral and took pictures of the city. My 
favorite part was going into the cathedral and being able to 
take pictures for my scrapbook." Lauren Cummins 

"We traveled around the country of Italy for two weeks during 
the summer and one of my favorite spots was Venice. Just the 
fact that the city was surrounded by water and there weren't 
any roads made it look like a different world of its own." 

Alyissa Sarmiento 

"I w ent to Paris, France over a 
long weekend with my sister and 
mother. I lov e big cities and Paris 
is very large with much to do. I 
enjoyed going to the Louve and 
viewing all the beautiful work of 
so many famous artists. Notre 
Dame was also a stunning sight. 
The 3 days I spent there were 
definitely not long enough to see 
everything I wa nted to." 

Dorothy Street 

Six D*ys e*\d Seven Nights 

" Egypt was interseting and very 
hot. The trip started out a bit 
rough when my mother's shoes 
were stolen from the airport in 
Cairo. Once we started the tours 
of the Pyramids and the Nile 
River, things started to look up. I 
rode a camel while we were at the 
Pyramids and I relaxed when we 
saw the Nile. My favortie part of 
the trip was eating at Pizza Flut. It 
was the best food I ha d the whole 
trip. Shopping in Cairo was fun as 
well. I bought a few pieces of 
jewlery and some nik-naks. My fa
vorite is my puzzle ring that I 
bought from a street vendor." 

Jessica Lock 

Travels 67 

"The Alnwick Castle was so beautiful. My family and I we nt this 
summer just before school started. The rooms were very lavishly 
decorated and the architecture was amazing. I wa s in England 
for a week and we spent a whole afternoon at the castle walking 
around the huge courtyards, surrounded by the tall walls. I really 
liked the style and scenery." Amy Nixon 
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"I like work at Cinnabon 
because I'm saving my 
money for when I re turn 
to New Mexico for 
college. I als o think that 
having a job teaches me 
responsibility. Now other 
people are counting on 
me, and I do n't want to let 
them down." 

Leasa Medina 

"I w ork at the BX b ecause I 
believe in self-gain. I 
chose the BX because it 
allows me to help people 
with something that I 
know best. Work is hard, 
but it gives me a glimpse 
of the future." 

Andrew Alvarado 

" I like w orking at Vescovi's 
because I lov e money and I 
love coffee. I am saving my 
money to buy a car. It's 
hard to balance work and 
school, but in the end it all 
comes out great." 

Brittany Kulp 

68 Working Students 

Connie Wilson and Craig 
Cilmore pose for a quick 
picture as they go room to 
room collecting recylced 
paper for a community 
service prodject.Wilson 
notes, " I like t o do 
anything to help others, 
and this is a good way to 
help the most people." 

Where The Heart* Is 

Senior class volunteers bag candy and fruit to distribute to patients at 
theLandstuI Medical Center. Seniors worked class sponsor Mrs. Jamie 
Norris to plan this annual event. Seniors visit many of the wards at the 
hospital to bring some holiday cheer to patients. "It's a way for the Seniors 
to say thank you to the soldiers who give so much on a daily basis," Norris 
says. Senior president Adina Mead was happy to be involved in the 
project. "They do this every year, and it's one of the fun things about being 
a Senior. It was fun to see the looks on the faces of the little kids when we 
gave them the candy." 

Sarah Nickens has worked 
with the Girl Scouts for 
the past four years." I like 
helping the little girls. It's 
not about the volunteer
ing, it's about how it 
makes me feel when I 
donate my time . It m akes 
me feel good." 

Junior Fiona McAllister 
tutors Sophomore Geoff 
Place during their luinch 
hour." I enj oy helping 
others. I feel happy when I 
am able to help people. I 
feel like I am really making 
a difference." 

Community Service 69 
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Art begins with a simple idea. Then comes a swift movement of a brush stroke, the 
click of a shutter lens, the movement of hands on clay, or the pressure of pencil on 
paper Artwork displays our dreams, fears, loves, ideas, or desires. Ms. Brady's ceramics 
classes, Mr. Coode's photography and graphics classes, and Ms. Timko's art classes 
allow students to find themselves and share with o thers. Ramstein's very own artistic 
producers have put much time and effort into their work. Their skills and dedication 
have produced art that makes us think, feel, and learn. 

Junior Zach Manley and seniors Mandy Brown and 
Nick Kowalski work together to plan for Ms. Timko's 
project that to be displayed in the library windows. 

Senior Mary Ann Battista cuts out holes in her 
project to place plastic over to add color. 

"It took a long time, but it was worth it," remarks 
Junior Cordelia Dunai about having to paste pieces 
of colorful plastic into her project. 

The hallways and library are now beautifully decorated with colorful artwork, thanks 
to the talents of Ms. Timko's Studio Arts class. 

70 Art 

"At first I di dn't know how to start," Samantha says about working Proud of her finished scratchboard, Samantha comments, "Its hair 
with scratchboard. "But Ms. Timko helped me and with making the |00|<s so rea| and its eyes are neady human" 
texture of the gorilla, and I en ded up liking that best." 

Senior Madison Armatys practices several dimensional drawings 
before beginning Ms. Timko's Studio Art project. 

Of her finished artwork, Madison says, "This drawing is supposed to 

represent all of the aspects of love, including cliches. six-dimension drawing, which looks like a sphere." 
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72 Cermaics 

Of herfinished pot, Shannon says, "This was the first one I ever did and 
I am proud of it." 

Senior Shannon Stenmark brings up a pot for ceramics class. 

Freshman Melissa Brown molds clay into coils for her project in Ms. 
Brady's class. 

Melissa examines the glazes, noting, "It's hard to select the a glazi 
because the color you see on the bottle isn't always the color you ge 
in the finished product." 

Of her finished pot, Melissa says, "I'm really proud of the outcome. I 
like the colors and odd shape." 

Freshman Rebecca Tentua takes Photography 
with Mr. Coode. In this class, students learn how 
to use many different photgraphic techniques. 
Rebecca says, "I took this photo to recreate it and 
depict it as a famous photo. I tried to make it look 
old and worn out to add more detail and make it 
more interesting. I think this is definitly one of the 
better pictures I've taken." 

Mailbox by Rebecca Tentua 

Seniorjackie Babcock also takes Photography at RHS. 
She explains how she created her skateboarding pho
tograph: "This was a really good action picture, but I 
wanted to spice it up a little. I dodged the colors in the 
original photo and tinted the photo with more layersof 
color. I wanted a magazine type look so I grained the 
picture a bit. Then, I simply erased around the edges 
and added a shadow to the photo." 

Skater by Jackie Babcock 
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CarvT Hardly W*T] 
J 

Can't hardly wait for homecoming week. Raid the attic and 
thrift shop for dress up days. Steal dad's ugliest tie to make a 
real fashion statement. Muscle up at the gym to win the tug o' 
war for our class. Dare to be bold and beautiful as you bend 
your gender for spirit points. Cut, paste, wire-and pray that 
your float stays together for the sunny Homecoming parade. 
Practice our best whoops and hollers for the pep rally and 
Homcoming game. 

Can't hardly wait for the dance. Primp for those pitcures 
that mom and dad take forever to finish. Rush through dinner 
to get to the dance in time for the crowning of the royalty. 
Dance to the beat. Stand in line for the photos that prove we 
really did look good tonight. 

Cant't hardly wait to do it all again next year. 

Right: Erin Dunkleman, Shannon 
Hagadorn Jackie Centz, and Sara Rivera 
tie their best knots for Tie Day. 

Junior Jeremy McCaughy races toward the finish line in the Get-
Ready-Relay competition. 

Beth Neilson and Felisha Gray, 
dressed injuniorclass green, take 
a fall while trying hard to win the 
Tug o' War. Classes scored 
points for the Spirit Award by 
competing in activities through
out the week. 

Sophomore Heather Harvey goes 
for the creative look on Tie Day. 

74 Homecoming Activities 

Below: Senior Eric Gardner 
looks pretty in pink on Gender 
Bender Day. 

Left:JuniorJordanJones gets inspiration from Sophomore Tomas 
Pasvogel while digging for worms at the pep rally. 

Right: Sophomores Melissa Hirzel 
and Lea Stark dress for comfort 
and style on Pajama Day. 

Sophomore Dustin 
Chamberlain and Junior 
C.J. Riddle show their 
spirit for Hat Day. 

Freshmen Matt Dunkleman and Patrick Carroll get in touch with 
their feminine side on Gender Bender Day. 
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S»«ve tlie L?st D«*vce 

Senior Adina Mead: 
"It was a pretty good dance. The 
informal theme went well with our 
school mascot. I also had a great 
time. The decorations were fun and 
photographers were really good. It 
was an awesome last Homecoming, 
one I won't forget." 

Z7~ 

It was Jungle Fever at Ramstein this year. 
October 4th brought over 600 students to 
the Officers Club to celebrate Homecoming 
2003. We danced to the music. We devoured 
the refreshments. We snapped photographs 
of our friends. We crowned our Royalty and 
we celebrated the successes of our teams. 

The night wore on and the magic hour 
approached. Just like in the movies, midnight 
came and it was time for us to go our separate 
ways. We shared our last dances and said our 
good-byes. For some, tonight was their final 
Homecoming dance; for others, it was just ^ 
the beginning. We may not be able to come 
home to Ramstein in the near future but we 
will always be able to "come home" to the 
memories of Homecoming 2003. 

Junior Alex Arbuckle and Senior Arlandus 
Guest get close for a picture. 

Juniors Stephen Foreman and Nadine 
Wallace get down on the dance floor. 

Senior Marcus Kerry: 
"The music was good. They had a real 
variety-rap, rock, r&b, hip hop. It 
made everyone happy. I had a blast! It 
was the best Homecoming dance yet!" 

76 Homecoming Dance 

Freshmen Kisha Hayes and Darlesha 
Johnson, are we seeing double? 

Junior Rashad Reese lets everyone know that he is the real King Of 
The Jungle. 

Sophmores Jessica Cloma, Mary Saucedo, Sarah Ruess, Amanda 
Micheal, Diana Alvarado, and Monica McCormick surround Sophmore 
Kyle Davies. 
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RoyALiy 

King and Queen: 

Jose' Montero 
Sarah Rivera 

Lord and Ladies: 

Maverick Tapia 
Precious James 
Ciara Cunningham 

Prince and Princess: 

Matt Slaymaker 
Maria Alfaro 

Duke and Duchess: 

Jeramiah Grady 
Stacy Brockington 





On Oscar night, the audience giv?es 
the most attention to the ustar" awards: 
The actors and actresses, the director, 

the producer of the Best Picture. But none of 
those people can succeed on the screen with" 

out the hard Work of the people who Work 
behind the screen. Etfen the mysterious "key 
grip" plays a tfital role. These people master 
their crafts by doing, not by Watching from 

the shadows. They lewe the process of 
creating as much as the product. They sing 
and dance. They film and edit. They Write 
and speak. They rethink and redo, revise 
and resubmit. They bring an infectous en

thusiasm to the set. They are the heart and 
soul of etfery creative endeavor 
as they make things come aliv?e. 

Activity Stars 

Intermediate "Band 

The Intermediate Band is the first level in RHS's band program and helps the 
members to develop their skills. Mr. Yardley works with this band to help people 
who do not yet have the skills to play in the Advanced or Jazz Bands. 

Mr. Yardley leads the Intermediate Band during class as they 
practice their music. "My job is to help the play better music. I 
give them tips and plenty of opportunity to practice, but the 
hard work is something they just have to do for themselves." 

From the 
trumpet 
section, we 
get a view of 
how the 
students see 
Mr. Yardley as 
they play. 

"Sometimes 
we just have to 
slow down 
and do things 
over so we can 
get them right. 
It takes time to 
make good 
music." 



"I love playing the 
trombone and trying new 
music. Without us, 
there's no anchor to the 
music." 

Ben Eller (11) 
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"it's exciting when we get 
to carry the piece to the 
audience. It's a lot of 
pressure, but it sure is 
fun when it works." 

RobModlin (12) 

"You can't have much else 
going on if you don't have 
the beat. Percussion? We 
are the beat." 

Mark Ritchie (11) 

[The Music Men 
Jazz Band 

Mn Yard ley's ©pus 
Advanced Sand 

The Jazz Band uses ad
vanced music to build the 
musicians' skill and talent. 
Jazz Band is composed of 
people who welcome the 
challenge of creating music 
that rocks and swings. This 
year we have a full trom
bone and trumpet sections 
for the first time in many 
years. The Jazz Band is of
ten invited to play at formal 
functions for the entire 
school and community. 

During this year's Winter Concert, the Jazz Band played with the 
Advanced Band and Choir. They also played two pieces that featured 
vocalists, which was a huge hit with the crowd. 

"I try to select pieces that are 
interesting musically and 
challenging for the players." 

"InJazz Band, it's more than just 
rehearsal time. It'screatingtime. 
We do jam sessions and impro
visation, which really lets the 
musicians take the music where 
they feel i t needs to go. The 
excitement is in the effort." 

The Advanced Band plays challenging music to further develop their skills. 
The highest level of the concert band, the Advanced Band is also the biggest and 
best known. From Pep Band during football games to Concert Band in front of 
an audience, the Advanced Band makes a name for itself. 

"You really have to listen and pay 
attention during rehearsal. If you 
miss something, it could mess up 
everyone, not just you." 

"It's all about the rhythm. 
Find the rhythm and you 
find the heart ofthe music." 

"You need to keep your instru- j 
ment and yourself in top condi- , 
tion to handle the rigors ofjazz 
Band. The musicians soon learn 
that creating is hard enough 
without handincapping yourself 
by poor preparation." 

(Left) "It might sound bad when 
we start a new piece, but that's how 
you get good--work through the 
bad and make it happen." 

(Above) "There'stimeforfunand 
there's time for work. The group 
succeeds when we all have ourfun 
by working hard." 
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The Sound of Music 
6hoir 

Chorus provides students with many 
vocal music experiences: learning the 
beginning and basic fundamentals of sight-
reading vocal music; tone production; 
rehearsing and performing two-part music. 
Singing with small and large groups and 
studying intonation helps students experience 
a wide variety of choral literature. Singing with 
live accompaniament and participating in 
public performances and productions helps 
Chorus students enjoy music for life. 

l) Here they are, this year's 
talented Chorus students! 
Mr. Alexander proudly presents 
his Choir to the audience at the 
Winter Concert. 

2) Practice makes perfect! 
Advanced Chorus students sing 
their hearts out, working hard to 
make each note perfect. 

Our director speaks out 
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"When I was younger, I was in the Chorus from 
elementary through high school. All of my choral 
teachers had a great deal of influence on me, and by 
the time I was a sophomore in high school, I knew 
that I wanted to be a high school music teacher. 

I taught for two years in Virginia and then for 33 
years with DODDS. I retired in 2001, but then Dr. 
Ferg-Carter offered me a half-time position here. I 
realized how much I missed teaching and being with 
the students, so I started teaching again. 

So far, this situation has exceeded all my expec
tations. The students in the Choir accepted me from 
the beginning and we all knew that we wanted to 
make great music together." 

-Sam Alexander 

"I love the fact that we get to sing in the 
morning to get invigorated for the rest 
of the day. I really enjoy the variety of 
music we learn." 

-Ray Alston (10) 

"I love Chorus because I love to sing. 
I also love to learn the songs 
and sing the songs for people. To me, 
music is a stress reliever, and when I walk 
into this room and know that I'm going 
to sing, a smile comes across my face." 

-Laura Byars ( ll) 

'1 like how much I'm learning. I think the 

reason why I'm learning so much is 
because Mr. Alexander is a good teacher. 
I like that it's laid back. I like 
the people in here and basically I just love 
being a part of this. This is definitely my 
favorite class." 

-Jason Bergeron (12) 

"I love being able to sing in a group of 
awesome people with good voices. 
Some of my best friends are 
from Chorus. I think singing is a 
great way to relax and get ready 
for the day." 

-Liesel Cill (10) 

So, La, Tz, Do 

3) Mr. Alexander gets the group 
pumped up and ready to begin 
singing their first song for the 
2003 Winter Concert. 

4) Chorus members raise their 
voices and fill the gym with music. 

5) During class, Britney Weickum 
accompanies the singers with a 
few jolly tunes on the piano. 
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Drama Slub 

The Drama Club entertains the community with great 
productions each year. Drama classes perform scenes for 
the community every semester, and RHS actors use their 
skills to create original productions each year. Thisyear, Mr. 
Nukala directed the students in productions of The Write 
Stuff and Fractured Fairy Tales, which they performed for 
elementary students. 

Balthazar(Aaron Bradley), 
Tommy(Kevin Galos), and 
Lyle (Eric Stenmark) react to 
the wild women at the birthday 
party in The Write Stuff. 

The cast of The Write Stuff mugs for the camera 
after a successful performance. 

Prince Charming (Shannon Erickson) wakes Snow White (Kayleigh 
Lyons) with a kiss to the hand in Fractured Fairy Tales. 

What has been your favorite play to perform in 

\ I 
Rapunzel (Shannon 
Erickson) cringes at the 
sight of her would-be 
rescuers, 
Kevin Galos and Ryan Smith. 
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"Well, my favorite play will have to be Promethus. I was 
Promethus! This was my favorite play because we took it 
to the Drama Fest and got THREE EXCEPTIONALS'I 
We were the only drama team that received all 
exceptionals from the judges. 

I will never forget the experience and the friends that 
I made (cough, cough)....that was cheezy! This play 
wouldn't have been my favorite if the people in it weren't 
the best people in the world: Shannon, Patty, Kayleigh, 
Lucy, Jordyn, Anthony, and of course ME! 

Well I want to leave you all with one thing...the Thes
pian motto: ACT WELL YOUR PART, THERE ALL 
HONOR LIES. Drama rules!" 

-Kevin Galos (12) 

What has been your 
most embarrassing 

drama moment? 

"Backstage, Madison (Sally) would have me 
model her wig, so she could style it. It was 
embarrassing enough as it was, but then 
people started taking pictures of me! I want 
to know who has copies!" 

-Aaron Bradley (P) 

"We were performing fairy tales at the Elemen
tary school and I was sitting in the audience 
waiting to go on stage. One minute I was 
watching the kids and the next I saw all my 
cast waiting on stage for me. They'd been 
waiting about 5 minutes. Oops!" 

-Lucy Phillips ( ll) 

"For A Midsummer Night's Dream I played 
King Theseus. The embarassing part of the 
whole thing was the tons of make-up that 
made me look like a drag queen up-close 
with a semi-see through toga!" 

-Eric Mays (12) 

"For the Broadway Revue we had to 
perform "A Hard Knock Life." Me and my 
friend Precious had to lay on the floor next 
to each other and when it was time to get 
up the curtain opened and we both sat up 
at the same time. She ended up elbowing 
me really hard on the forehead and I fell 
back onto the floor. The embarrassing 
part was that this happened on opening 
night and some people in the front row 
were laughing at me." 

-Amanda Newkirk (ll) 

to be or not to ....umm? 

4 

"Mirror mirror on the wall, who's 
the fairest of them all?" Does 
evil queen (Patty Erickson) 
really want the mirror to answer 
truthfully? 

Ms. Komodo (Dorothy Street) 
deals with the ditzy Mom (Lucy 
Phillips) and the pessimistic Dad 
(Eric Mays) in The Write Stuff. 

• 

Above: Hansel (Amanda 
Newkirk) and Gretel (Nikki 
Houdek) shush their nerdy 
friend (Marissa Barnett) to keep 
her from telling their parents their 
plan to run away. 

Left: Tommy (Kevin Galos) and 
Ruth Ann Russel (Jessica Lock) 
roll with the punches in The 
Write Stuff. 



[We Are Soldiers 
Air Force JRL0TS 

No, these cadets have not gone crazy. These top leaders are just 
demonstrating the proper way to do the "dying bug dance" at the 
Annual Combat Dining-ln. Clockwise from upper left: C/MAJ Brad 
Hershberger, C/LTC Kaitlin Robinson, C/MAJ Kenny Crosselin, and 
C/MAJ Leasa Medina. 

Right: 
The second core value: 
Service Before Self. Here 
are two ASIs, Samantha 
Winchester and Stephanie 
Menshew, helping out at 
JROTC's Commissarry 
Bagging Fundraiser. Look 
at them bring in the money 
for the program! 

Far Right: 

Leading the cadets at the front of the Homecoming Parade 
are C/Brad Hershberger and C/Keaton Hinners. The Corps 
proclaims to the community its most important value: 
"Excellence In All We Do." 

Before every football game, the JROTC Color Guard presents the flag 
while the National Anthem is sung. Here, C/MAJ Adrian Martinez 
guards the American flag; C/MAJ Daniel Kenney presents the American 

C/TSCT Brenden Shishio presents the Unit flag which is guarded 
by C/CMSCT Andrew Morton. 

JROTC is a program to build better citizens by getting them more involved in the community 
and building leadership skills. The Corps contributes to the school by serving as the Color 
Guards for home games and special assemblies and assisting during the school's Open House. 
Cadets can get involved in such programs as the Kitty Hawk Air Society, which cadets with 
a 3.5 CPA or higher can join. Model Rocketry Club, and Drill 
Team, which is divided into several teams and is very popular 
with the cadets. The Drill Team competed at Aviano AB, Italy 
this year and placed first overall of the thirteen schools for the 
fourth year in a row. 

Integrity First... 

My best experience 
in JRJ0T6 was 

when... 
Service Before Self.. 

# 

"...I was on the Drill Team my ninth 
grade year and I learned how to spin 
a rifle. 1 also went to my first drill 
competition...and we won it!" 
-Tomas Pasvogel (10) 

"...I went to my first Commander's 
Call after first quarter. It was very 
exciting to see what it is the higher 
ranking cadets do and to also see 
the rest of the cadets as one group.' 
- Brittney Miller (9) 

"...I volunteered at the group's first 
Commissarry bagging in January. I 
realized how much people 
appreciate and respect JROTC." 
•Melissa Soliman (11) 

"...I got the chance to go to Summer 
Leadership School. I improved my 
leadership skills and made new 
friends. It helped build my character, 
allowing me to positively influence 
others in and out of class." 
-Cleeson Glory (12) 

"...we went to Drill Competition this 
year at Aviano and I saw the looks 
on the other team's faces when they 
realized that we won and they had 
lost! That was awesome." 
-Brenden Shishido (10) 

JROTC's Female Color Guard smiles before they take the floor for the 
first time this year at the Student Recognition Awards. "Most people 
think that it's only the guys that do Color Guard," says senior Sara 
Rivera, FCG commander, "but they don't know that it's the girls who 
do it best!" Left to right: C/2LT Shannon Hagadorn, guard; C/2LT 
Sara Rivera, American flag; C/MSGT Mandie Elmore, Unit flag; C/2LT 

Alyssa Sarmiento, guard. 

Excellence In All We Do! 

Above: 
Cadets check their formation for 
the Homecoming Parade, led by 
C/Carl Sowden, C/Renaldo 
Suarez, and C/Mandie Elmore. 

Left: 
A part of this year's Rifle T earn 
practices during seminar to 
perfect their moves. The Rifle 
team placed third at this year's 
competition at Aviano. 
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Student Affairs 
Student Council 

Student Council is a democratic student government which regulates and coordinates student 
activities. The purpose of Student Council is to develop a great atmosphere for learning and individual 
development and to provide a means for student, faculty, and administrators to cooperate in promoting 
school spirit at Ramstein High School. 

STUCO is responsible for planning and executing activities such as the new student orientation and 
Homecoming as well as various service projects. This year's service projects included raising money for 
the Bright Eyes project to buy glasses for needy children, maintaining a list of deployed parents, and 
collecting food and personal items for U.S. soldiers in Iraq. 

Through our weekly meetings, student representatives, class officers, and Student Council officers 
work together to address the needs of Ramstein High School and our community. 

(1) "Everyone seemed to appreciate our efforts for them during the tough exam 
week," said Beth Nielson who, along with Lanese, Sara, and Ms. Brumback 
gave FREE cookies to students each morning during exam week. 

(2) Erin and Lanese (with the help of Ms. Rhodes) make the March bulletin board 
featuring Ramstein's pot-o-gold: the faculty and staff. 

(3) Mrs. Brumback explains the importance of attendance at the weekly meetings. 
(4) Jamie Lindsey takes notes to share with her organization. 
(5) Cati Bischoff takes an order in the newly renovated Student Store, 

where students can buy chips, sodas, hot dogs, and other treats. 
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Why are you a 
member of 

Student Council? 

"I am a member because I wa nt to be 
involved in decisions which effect our 
school. It has become a regular activity 
now. Helping out makes me feel like I 
have become a better person." 

--John Hartel (9) 

"Because it is a way to be involved in 
school activities and help others through 
fundraisers and donations. Also, it 
enables me to participate in what is going 

on in the school." 
-Ashley Fee (10) 

"It is good to be part of the decision 
making process at school. So far it has 
been a good experience because I ha ve 
had the oportunity to help out with 
activities. It will also look good on 
college applications." 
-Maria Alfaro (11) 

"Because I feel the need to be involved in 
my school. I like knowing what is going 
on within my school and how I can help. I 
joined first because it looks great on a 
college transcript, but now I ha ve had a lot 
of fun helping and being a part of events." 

-Andrew Kleiser (11) 

"I e njoy working closely with the student 
body and making the years memorable. 
I like the feeling of knowing that I am part 
of the events that go on in my high 

school." 
-Sara Rivera (12) 

(1) The student council 
officers pose in their 
matching T-shirts. 

(from left): Erin 
Dunkleman, Treasurer; 
Jamie Lindsey, Secretary; 
Mrs. Brumback, Sponsor; 
Sara Rivera, VP; 
Lanese Pope, President. 

(2) Club representatives 
gather information about 
the Winter Ball. "I like 
knowing what events go 
on in the school," says 
Amy Nixon. 

(3) Lanese and Erin count 
the donations from the 
seminar wars and royalty 
auction. All p roceeds 
went to the Bright Eyes 
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Students of Honor 
The National Honor Society 

The National Honor Society is a service organization which 
contributes greatly to the school and the community. To 
become a member, a student must demonstrate four qualities: 
character, service, leadership and scholarship . Each semester, 
members must volunteer a total of ten hours, five NHS 
sponsored hours and five in the community. Under the 
sponsorship of Ms. Duck and Ms. McCoy, theNHS participated 
in activities such as t he teddy bear raffle, the toy drive, and 
tutoring students who were in need of academic help. 
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(1) Brianna Shaver earns her 
service hours by helping put 
stickers on the children's 
reading logs for the kindergar 
ten teachers. 

(2) Jessie Parfitt and Sara Rivera 
persuade students to purchase 
a raffle ticket for a chance to 
win a teddy bear and choco
lates for Valentine's Day. 

©The current members of NHS 
pose for the mandatory group 
shot. "There are so many of 
us, it's hard to find a place to 
even have a meeting," says Ms. 
Duck. "And that is a very nice 
problem to have!" 

How do you 
benefit from being 

in the NHS? 

"I benefit through NHS because I'm given 
the opportunity to develop leadership 
qualities and serve the community." 
-Britney Weickum (12) 

"Service hours because they teach me 
important life lessons. This year, in helping 
coach a youth basketball team, I have 
learned to have a lot of patience." 
-Parker Cowles (11) 

"NHS gives me the opportunity give 
something back to the school and 
community and stay involved, which I 
think is very important." 
-Andra Vanderneck (12) 

"NHS gives me the opportunity to 
participate in helpful service activities 
and also gives me the opportunity for 
scholarships." 
-Kate Russell (12) 

"I learn leadership and responsibility 
from the activities and service 
opportunities." 
-Chris Steel (12) 

(1)The officers of NHS are 
Colette Bannister, President; 
Jaclyn Brown,Treasurer; 
Andra Vanderneck,VP; 
and KennyCrosselin, Secretary. 

(2) Brian Webb speaks about the 
importance of good character 
at the NHS induction ceremony. 

(3) Hanna Meyer pursuades people 
to buy raffle tickets for their 
chance to win the English 

Teddy bear and a box of 
chocolates. 



[in Pursuit of Honor 1 
R^amstein Junior Honor Society 

Maggie Curry, Sara Reuss, 
and Tahnee Delacerda 
proudly carry their banner in 
the Homecoming parade. 

How do you 
benefit from 

being a member 
of RLJHS? 

"RJHS is a great club that 
promotes good values like 
leadership, community service, 
and helping out others out of 
your own good will." 
--Eric Mosley (9) 

"I l earned the importance of 
helping people and the values of 
leadership. I rea lize how responsi 
bility and trust working together 
allows groups to be successful." 
-Jennifer Nielsen (10) 

To be a member of Ramstein Junior Honor Society, freshmen and 
sophomores need a cumulative CPA of 3.5, two recommendations, a 
willingness to participate in the RJHS activities, commitment to partici
pate in service projects, and maintain high standards of personal and 
academic honesty and integrity. This year RJHS participated in the 
homecoming banner competition, various service projects, and donat
ing a book to the library in honor of Grayson Howe, who passed away 
at the end of last school year. 

Presidents Cybil 
Martin and Gretta 
Morgen present a 
book on space to 
Ramstein High 
School librarian in 
honor of Grayson 
Howe, a student 
who passed away 
last year. 

Jordan Rhodes and 
Katie Norris help plan 
events as they eat 
lunch. 
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[The German Job ) 
German Glub and National German Honor Society 

Why do you 
like speaking 

a foreign 
language? 

Mara Groom participates in an The German Club poses with their skis and snowboards in t he Austrian Alps, 

authentic Austrian folk dance 

"It enables me to speak with a 
variety of people outside of my 
culture. It's important, living in 
Germany, to be able to talk 
with the natives." 
-Malina Hoehn (12) 

"It opens up the opportunity to 
speak with teens and allows me 
to relate with them. The 
bonding and sharing between 
cultures is a wonderful experi
ence." 
-Nichole Swalko (11) 

The German Club and German National Honor Society's mission is to promote the 
German culture and language. Any student who is or has been enrolled in a German class or 
is interested about learning more about Germany can be a member of German Club. The 
Honor Society is more prestigious. Members must have a GPA of 3.0 and a 3.6 in a minimum 
of three semesters of German. 

They continue to study while raising money for scholarships and developing community 
service projects; one fundraiser was selling currywurst during lunch. This year, the German 
Club participated in the Homecoming parade, visited Christmas markets, and learned about 
the Austrian Alpine culture while participating in their national sport (skiing!). They folk 
danced, yodeled, learned local history and culture, polkaed, limboed and curled. 

From Left: Danielle Dull, vice 
president; Jamie Lindsey, secretary; 
Nichole Swalko, president; Maggie 
Curry, representative; Nicole 
Tucker, representative; and Erin 
Dunkleman, treasurer. 
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"The Moulin Rouge was 
awesome. It was great to 
be hanging with the locals. 
Fo Sho!" 

--Brandon Rech (12) 

"Just one more button... 

-Brian Stephenson (12) 

[The 3 Musketeers) What did 
you enjoy 
about the 
French 
eiub 
Trip? 

"It was great going to 
France and exploring 
Normandy and Paris. It's 
an experience I could 
never have in the States." 

-Kelly Kanapuax (12) 

French Slub 

RIGHT: French 
Club officers: 
Jenna Edwards, 
Vice President; 
Lanora Samiego 
& Jackie Babcock, 
StuCo Reps; Julia 
Stanis, Treasurer; 
Chanel Botts, 
Secretary; 
Brandon Rech, 
Co- President. 

LEFT: French student visit 
Noire Dame on their trip t 

ABOVE: Bryan Apgar, Brai 
Kanapaux, Kevin Lichte and 

RIGHT: Co-Presidents 
Sarah McLean and 
Brandon Rech always 
keep meetings fun. 

Above: French Club members stormed the beaches 
of Normandy and visited the American cemetary. 

(Tortilla Soup ) 
Spanish Club 

What do 
you enjoy 
about the 
Spanish 
eiub? 

"It's fun to get together with 
a group of people who are in 
the same foreign language 
class. Being able to plan 
events everyone can enjoy 
and benefit from is always a 
good thing." 

-Jen Neilson (10) 

1 enjoy Spanish Club 
because I am able to 
celebrate my heritage 
and work on fun 
activities." 

-Diana Alvarado (10) 
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The Spanish Club gives the students 
of Ramstein High School a unique 
opportunity to practice thier Spanish 
while getting to know other students. 
Any student who is currently enrolled in 
or has already taken two semesters of 
Spanish can participate in the club's 
events and meetings. 

Jen Neilson hopes that German weather will change Mrs. Feichtinger and Mr. Atchison discuss 
to Spanish weather if she stays outside long enough, upcoming events for the club. 

The members of the Spanish Club enjoy the nice weather while they 
mug for their group picture. 



League of Extraordinary Students 
Model United N ations 

Model United Nations is an organization where 
students have the opportunity to travel all over the 
world to debate the pressing issues that concern our 
planet. Under the sponsorship of Mr. Schmoll, stu
dents travel to The Hague, Haarlem, Holland, and 
Russia as well as to local conferences in Germany. 

Students learn to think in new ways by acting as 
delegates of countries other than the United States. 
They learn to walk in the shoes of another person and 
step outside of themselves and see the world from a 
different perspective. For students who like to argue 
and debate, MUN is the place. 

(1) MUN president Fiona McCallister and Mr. Schmoll speak 
at the conference in Russia. This was an experience like 
no other, with a chance to stay with Russian familes and 
really learn about their culture. 

(2) The students stand in front of St. Basil's Cathedral in 
Moscow, Russia. Seeing history close-up is the aim of all 
MUN programs, and Ramstein does it better than most. 

(3) Bryan Eslinger represents Zimbabwe at the conference in 
the Hague. Learning to see the world from another 

viewpoint is a key part of MUN. 

3 
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What I love about 
MLN is... 

t 

"...debating issues that are really going on 
in the world and actually having your 
voice heard. It helps prepare you for 
public speaking and is great if you are 
interested in a political or judicial career." 
-Madison Armatys (12) 

"...standing in front of a room and com
manding the attention of everyone. There is 
nothing more thrilling than taking the 
podium, saying something brilliant or 
controversial, and hearing the hush as the 

crowd's attention turns to you." 
-Bryan Eslinger (12) 

"...broadening the mind and giving candid 
insights into foreign affairs. MUN allows 
me to travel the world and get a first-hand 
account of cultures and peoples outside of 
my normal range of experience." 
-Kristen Rectenwald (ll) 

"...the amazing people you get to meet 
and the incredible places you get to visit. 
The opportunities to meet people and go 
places that MUN provides are the most 
valuable parts of the club and the most 
eye-opening trips I've ever been on." 
-Fiona McCallister (11) 

"...the traveling. The Russia trip is not just 
an MUN conference; it is a cultural 
immersion experience. Everyone needs 
more cultural axperience, and I 
recommmend that you get it through 
MUN." 
-Nathan Kinnard (10) 

Above: Kenny Crosselin delivers 
a rebuttal of Brian Webb's 
statement. 
Left: Noah Sheppard speaks at 
the conference in Russia. "It is 
interesting to see and hear 
people from other countries' 
viewpoints on different subjects." 

Above: Noah Sheppard, Daniel 
Haven, Greta Morgen, and 
Thomas Appel-Schumacher visit 
St. Isaac's Cathedral in St. 
Petersburg, Russia. 
Left: Leasa Medina practices her 
debating skills during a weekly 
meeting. "Practicing helps me be 
ready to respond at the confer
ences we attend." 
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100 FBLA 

What benefits 
do you get from 
being a member 
of FBLA? 

"FBLA has helped me to 
become more self-confident 
and has helped to give me the 
opportunity to meet people 
across the U.S." 

-Amy Williamson (ll) 

(The Secret of Our Success) 
Future "Business Leaders of America 

"FBLA has made me a more 
responsible and better 
organized person. Through 
FBLA, I have become a 
better communicator and 
leader. 

-Andrew Kleiser (11) 

"FBLA has made me value 
organization. By volunteering 
and assisting in activities, I 
have learned to manage 
money and handle small 
business.lt is also a great 
addition to my resume and 
college applications." 

-Adrian Martinez (12) 

The Future Business Leaders of 
America, commonly known as FBLA, is 
an association of students preparing for 
careers in the business field. FBLA pro
motes leadership, responsibility, and com
munication in a business environment. 

Much oftheyear is spent raising money 
to attend the fall and spring conferences. 
The Fall Conference was held mainly to 
plan events and meet the newly elected 
state officers.The Spring Conference is a 
competition in business studies and lasts 
for two days. 

(1)The officers of FBLA: 
Katrina Castillo,Secretary; 
Amy Williamson, VP; 
Adam Blair,Historian; 
Andrew Kleiser, President. 

(2) Jason Sarmiento and Ryan 
Smith fall behind with the 
tennis team while holding up 
the FBLA banner. 

(3) Andrew Kleiser and Kindel 
Lingafelter pose for the pic 
ture during their break from 
seminars at the FBLA Fall 

Conference. 

(4)Back row: Michelle Wilson, Kelsey Cole, Ryan Smith, Andrew Kleiser, 
Adam Blair, Kristina Smith 

Middle row: Mike De La Paz, Joseph Cachuela, Jason Sarmiento, Whitney 
Tilley, Jessica Henderson, Samantha Crawford, Jamie Lindsey, 
Lanora Samaniego 
Bottom row: Katrina Castillo, Amy Williamson FEA 101 

What benefits 
do you get from 
being a member 

of FEA? 

(The Future is ©urs 
Future Educators of America 

"I've been wanting to be a 
teacher for as long as I could 
remember, and being in this 
club allows me to be with 
other people who have the 
same dreams as I do." 

-Tahnee Dela Cerda (10) 

"FEA offers a lot of scholar
ship oppurtunities and it 
looks good on my college 
resume that I am in a club 
that helps what I want to do 
later on in my life." 

-Heather Hanson (11) 

"One of the best things in the 
world is teaching kids. They 
love you no matter what. 
This club really helps you 
realize what you need to do 
in order to be a good 
teacher." 

-Amy Nixon (12) 

"The Future Educators of America are dedicated to 
explore the several fields available in education. We 
take part in several service projects and help out in the 
local PTAand ASCD. To support our fellow students, 
we hold several fundraisers in order to provide 
scholarships to seniors interested in teaching careers. 

Teaching is an important and rewarding career, and 
each year we have been fortunate to grow larger and 
larger. This year we had our first FEA European 
Conference. We look forward to the world of 
education in the years to come." 

(1) Mrs. Izzo, the club's sponsor, starts the meeting 
by explaining the agenda. 

(2) As they take a break, FEA poses for a group 
shot. From left to right: Majel Braden, Victor 
Bates, Heather Hansen, Emily Kash, Tahnee 
Dela Cerda, Magee Curry, Stephanie Nicholas, 
Stephanie Jackson, and Liesel Gill. 

(3) Senior Victor Bates listens intently as the 
meeting progresses. 

(4) As her presidential duty, Emily Kash makes an 
example and displays her PDK basket for FEA, 
a small gift bag filled with bath products that 
were auctioned off to support the scholarship 

fund. Emily was the recipient of a scholarship 
from the PDK-Germany chapter this year. 



(Bast Away ) 
0utdoor eiub 

A word from the president 

"The club is dedicated to promoting outside activities. We try to do volksmarches, rock climbing, and 

organized paintball games. We also teach others about our invironment. We have started a paper recycling 
drive on a weekly basis because it's wasteful notto recycle all the paperthatgets thrown away around this school 
on a daily basis." 

-Mr. Hassenbuhler 

The outdoor club members went to Hinterbrand Lodge this year. 

Members of the Outdoor Club 
pose for a group shot after an epic 
game of water manhunt. The 
majority of the activities the club 
include exercise and teach the 
members about the world they 
live in. 

The outdoor club sponsored "Starlab" at both the elementary school 
and the community center. 

Danny Dull, as presiden of the Outdoor Club, what 
responsibilities do you have? What have you contrib
uted to the club to make this year better? 

"As the president, I am in charge of organizing many 
things, such as paintball and manhunt turnaments. I ha ve 
to always be at the meetings to make sure they go right. 
As a club, we work together and make a great team. 
That is why we are having such a fun year." 
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What is the 
best part of 
Brain T3owl? 

[Pinky and theBrains 
Academic Games 

"For me, Brain Bowl is 
where I can put to use all 
the otherwise useless 
facts I've accumulated 
over the years." 

-Brian Eslinger (12) 

(1) It's the seniors vs. the juniors during one of the many intense Brain 
Bowl practices during lunch. Look at them try to calculate these 
problems as fast as they can as they listen to Mr. Edwards! 

(2) Senior Kenny Crosselin answers a question while his fellow senior 
teammate Alex Kolkena is stumped. 

(3) Mr. Edwards, Brain Bowl advisor, looks over the many questions to 
ask the Brain Bowl team. Questions are meant to be difficult, and 
even Mr. Edwards has a hard time interpreting them! 

(4) JuniorJonathon Judge gets his pencil ready as Mr. Edwards poses a 

mathematical question. 
(5) Junior Brian Greeley ponders the question, getting his fingers 

positioned on the buzzer just in c ase the answer comes to him. 

The Academic Bowl is a competition spon
sored by DoDDS-Europe. At Ramstein High 
School, Mr. Dennis Edwards has been the Brain 
Bowl sponsor since 1996. RHS selects its team 
through a series of class challenges, where earns 
of three members respresent their peers in 
competing for a school championship. 

Once the school championship has been 
decided, Mr. Edwards selected a team to repre
sent Ramstein High School at the final compe
tition in March. In a series of exciting matches, 
RHS won the title again this year, continuing its 
tradition of excellence. 
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"I love hearing the 
students tell about how 
Cod is working or has 
worked in their lives." 

-Mrs. Belmear 
Sponsor 

"The Christian Club 
meetings are a fun place 
to go during lunch and 
it's nice that we all have 
the same beliefs and can 
share them." 

-Shannon Stenmark (12) 
President 

"I think Christian Club is 
fun because I believe it's 
good for students to 
come and practice their 
personal beliefs." 

-Stephanie Hoke (10) 

(The Passion 
Christian Club 

The Christian Club at Ramstein 
helps students see that God has 
blessed our lives more than we can 
ever know and that in learning 
more about Him, we can better 
understand and appreciate all that 
He has done. 

Students focus on bringing a 
positive message to others at RHS 
in a time when the world needs a 
ray of faith and hope. 

1) Ally Mubs, Stephanie Hoke, and 
Caroline Stamm are among the first 
members to arrive to the weekly 
meetings. 
2) Before the meeting begins, the 
club shares stories about what has 
happened during the week. 
3) The Christian Club members 
worked together to come up 
with an idea for the design of their 
Homecoming banner. 
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(The Matrix ) 
Technology Club 

Under the sponsorship of Mr. Izzo, this 
year's Tech Club focused mainly on computer 
technology. Like any other club, they partici
pate in Student Council and raise funds for 
their trip to the world's largest technology fair, 
CeBIT, in Hannover, Germany. 

One of their many accomplishments this 
year is finally becoming an official chapter of 
AFCEA, the Association for Communications 
and Electronics Professionals. 

(1) The officers of the Tech Club 
are Thomas Smith-Student Council 
Representative; Bobby King, 
Secretary; Jessica Lock, President; 
and Jeff Meyer, Vice Presdient. 

(2) Bobby King and David Lock 
examine the Armdroid in Mr. Izzo's 
room, used for the Robotics class. 

(3) Jessica Lock discusses important 
details about the club's upcoming 
trip to CeBIT. 

(4) David Lock, Patrick Furrey, and 
Andrew Smith listen attentively as 
Jessica talks about future projects. 

Why did 
you decide 
to join the 
Tech dub? 

"I decided to join the Tech 
Club because I was 
interested in technology 
and I want to further my 
knowledge in that area." 

-Jessica Lock (12) 

"I decided to join because we 
are entering a new era of 
technology. I can't think of a 
better idea than getting a 
headstart on what's going to 
come in the future." 

-Victor Bates (12) 

"I joined the Tech Club 
because I like building 
computers and learning 
about new technology." 

-David Lock (9) 
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making positive choices... 

"Life Club is dedicated 
to showing teens the 
path that will benefit 
them the most in life." 

-William Carrington (10) 

"Life Club gives me 
something to do. I like 
having a club that helps 
me make excellent life 
choices." 

-Brittney Miller (9) 

Photos Contributed by Karen Timko 

[Broadway RLevue] 
Musical 

[28 Days 
Life eiub 

1) Mary Koziar, Marissa Barnett, and Shannon 
Stenmark live the "hard knock life" during 
Annie. 

2) The guys show their singing and dancing 
skills during Creased Lightning. 

3) Ray Alston and Madison Dines can't seem 
to agree on which horse is going to win in 
Guys and Dolls. 

4) The girls in South Pacific plan to "wash that 
man right outta my hair." 

5) The slumber party crew pines for romance 
in Freddy, My Love from Crease. 

Mr. Orr, William Carrington, Corbin Rechjohn 
Hartel, and Madison Scaccia wait for the rest of 
the members so the meeting can begin. 

Life Club members are student leaders 
who make positive choices in their every
day lives. These students have all joined 
together to take control of their lives and 
say no to drugs. They take part in fun 
school and group activities. 

Everyone in the club makes positive 
contributions to the community by help
ing with various projects around the school 
and the base. 

RHS gathered more student signatures during 
Red Ribbon Week pledging to stay drug free 
during than any other high school in the district 
to win the school a very worthy trophy. 

Advisor to the LIFE club and ASACS counselor 
at RHS, Mr. Orr convinces kids to make a 
pledge to remain drug free. Not only are they 
making a positive life choice, but they also 
recieve a reward for their great choices. 

Everyone at RHS had a chance to 
take the pledge during Red Ribbon 
Week. T-shirts were the most sought 
after prize at the sign- ups. It's a 
good thing Mr. Orr had plenty! 
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Above Left: Mr. Alexander, the director and mastermind of 
coordinates things with cast and crew. 

Above Right: Stage Managers Kevin Calos and Shannon Erickson have 
their hands full trying to keep everything in order. 



What is the 
best part of 
being in 
Cosmetology? 

I like the look on the faces of 
satisfied customer when 1 have 
done a good job. Being in here 
shows us how a real business 
works." 

Sheralyn Menendez (12) 

(berlin Rising 
APEG 
Anyone with an interest in history can joinAPEG (AP 

European History). The club's activities led up to their 
annual study trip to Berlin and the surrounding regions. In 
preparation to the trip, the members ran the Student Store 
and sold goods duringthe Christmas Market in December, 
under the sponsorship of Mr. Hubbell. 

This year they visited Sachsenhausen, a concentration camp, 
and the Cecilianhof, where Russia, England and America signed 
the treaty to end World War I. They also visited Frederick the 
Great's palace, San Souci, in Potsdam; Martin Luther's churches 
in Wittenberg; the Checkpoint Charlie Museum in Berlin; and the 
remaining sections of the Berlin Wall. 

"I enjoy advancing in the 
cosmetology experience and 
earning money." 

Alicia Martnez (11) 

"I enjoy working with people 
in the friendly atmosphere." 

Kayleigh Lyons (12) 

"I enjoy the hands-on work 
we do, which will help us 
later in life. We have fun 
and everyone gets alo ng 
really well." 

Patricia Wood(12) 

The barbershop 
Cosmetology Club 

(1)Simone Williams does Raymond Wicks' 
cornrows, "Doing hair is a fun hobby and a 
good way to learn to make money." 

(2) Alicia Martnez cuts a client's hair." People get 
better and cheaper hair cuts than from the BX 
salon," 

(3) Sheralyn Menendez dyes her brother 
Raymond's hair." This is a good way to practice 
because I know he won't say anything bad 
about the results." 

(4) Dana Ray paints Jenna Steiner's nails. ""Having 
nice nails is important to the total look." 

(5) Dana Ray straightens Nicole Steiner's hair." I 
love hair and fashion, and being in here means 
that I get to learn more about both." 

What was the 
nost interesting 

thing you 
learned on the 

trip? 

This enriching experience helps the students better understand 
the history of Germany and Europe in a more personal way. 

(1) T he APEG group makes pretty for posterity in front of the 
doors of Martin Luther's church. 

(2) Junior Tommy Purtle makes an "escape" over to the West, 
with the help of John Torris, Doug Francis, and 
Victor Bates. 

(3) Seniors Erin Dunkleman, Katie Wilson, Cati Bischoff pose 
in front of a section of the Berlin Wall at Checkpoint 
Charlie Museum. 

places. You study 
them in class, but 
you don't really 
know what it's like 
until you see it 
yourself. The trip 
made the class 
come alive." 

"It was really 
interesting to see 
all the famous 
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Anne-Marie Marchand lends a hand to Bryan Apgar while he works on 
his putting technique. 

"The golf team did very well this season, beating every team 
except for Heidelberg's men. Kyle Farrell and Chris Hustead 
both madetheAII-Europeteam.AtEuropeans,Ryan Bachmann 
was first in the Championship Flight and Bryan Apgar placed 
third. The ladies improved tremendously over the year. Atone 
point, Anne-Marie Marchand was holding on to the second 
place seat in Europeans. This was an outstanding group to 
work with, filled with classy young men and women who 
defeantly represented RHS very well." 

- M r. deHaas 

Andrew Kleiser and Chris 
Hustead admire their shots 
on the golf course, making 
sure that they hit as close as 
they can to the hole. 

Shannon Hagadorn holds the flag 
while Erin Dunkleman takes a 
moment to flash a smile before 
she putts her ball into the hole. 

Jason Manning takes 
advantage of after 
school practices by 
working on his swing at 
Ramstein's Woodland 
Golf Course. 

Below: Coach deHaas 
advises the team on 
various techniques they 
can use to improve 
their putting. 

Anne-Marie Marchand checks the distance 
between her ball and the hole, noting the 
upward or downward slope so she knows 
how hard to hit the ball. 

deHaas is a 
good coach and 
knows the 
game. Everybody had a fun time and 
enjoyed hanging out with everyone." 

Alex Chebaro 

"I was the 
captain 
this year, 

so I had 
to always 

be a leader 
and set an 

example. I 
enjoyed this 

year and am glad to have coach 

deHaas to coach my last year." 

Bryan Apgar 

"Golf allows 
you to travel 
around 
Europe. It's 
great. There's no 
referee telling you 
that you fouled. 
You're your own scorekeeper and 
you have to be honest with yourself. As 
coach says, "Practice doesn't make perfect; 
it makes permanence." 

Erin Dunkleman 
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Coach Billiar 

Cross Country is a tough 
sport that requires a great deal 
of discipline and self-motivation. 
Both the boys' and girls' Cross 
Country teams proved they had 
both and did a great job this 
year.The boys placed first in all 
their meets and the girls were 
first in all but one of theirs. 

Heather Hanson 

Brandon Connors 

Chad Scott Nichole Swalko 

Jason Griffin 

ffl 
Chn^teel Stephanie Nichols 

Tahnee de la Cerda Ben Eller 

Emily Kash 

Alex Burgess 

Chris Barbe 

Warren Young 

Parker Cowles 

J 

Trey Fortunato 

Elyse Grimes Colin Graham 

Matt Grahek Sage Lavato 

"I th ink being part of the 
team is beneficial 
because it gives you 
something in common 
with a whole group of 
people and it's a great 
way to make friends." 

-Kate Russell, 12 

"I lik e the running because I 
like the feeling of the wind 
through my hair. But 
seriously, being part of the 
team makes me look 
smarter because I am with 
the National Honors 
Students." 

- W arren Young, 10 "I lik e running because I can 
eat as much as I wa nt and 
still keep the weight off. 
You can also push your 
body to its physical limit 
and break your personal 
record. This is a demanding 
and rewarding sport. 

-Stephanie Nichols, 11 

"At first, I did n't really want 
to do Cross Country but my Cassie Lindsey 

mom made me and it ended 
up being very useful because 
it helped with conditioning 
for wrestling." 

-Trey Fortunato, 9 Jcremiah Rave|ing 

n 

Collette Bannister Jose' Figueroa Noah Sheppard 
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Oeuces Wild lemiis 

Patricia Wood CeCi Robles 

Ryan O'Hara, Adina 
Mead, CeCi Robles, 
Bennett Rock, and 
Steffon Mitchell take 
time off to make a 
goofy pose for the 
camera. "We are one 
big family!" Robles 
says of her team. 

"Tennis is more than a 
sport. It's a good time. 
Not many people play 
tennis, but we got all the 
cute boys( Ryan O, 
Matt, and Bennett). In 
the end, we all end up 
having fun, on and off 
the court." 

There was a close bond among the team
mates, and there was always a positive atmo
sphere. The quality leadership of captains 
Bennett Rock, Cecilia Robles, and Adina Mead 
stood out. 

Unfortuntly, we are losing the dynamic se
niors from the women's team, but I believe that 
players like Maggie Curry, Megan Jones, Jena 
Masicotte, and Andi Engwzil will step up and 
prove to be a powerful group. Our men's team 
has many consistent and powerful players re
turning next year. 

2004 should be an exciting season!" 

- Ms. Pristelski 

" The tennis team did very well. At 
Europeans, Ryan Vanderneck and Matt 
Omdal placed 5th in men's doubles, 
Cecilia Robles placed 7th in women's 
singles. Steffon Mitchell also placed 7th 
in men's singles, and Patricia Wood and 
Adina Mead placed 6th in girls' doubles. 
Ramstein finished third in Division I. 

The Ramstein's tennis players had 
more endurance than their opponents 
and outplayed them in the lengthy 
matches. The athletes peaked at the end 
of the season, when it is was important. 

"This year, I learned what 
it's like to have people look 
up to you and fear you. I 
improved my serve and 
also got pretty good at 
slicing the ball. All of us 
worked together pretty 
well. We had a fun season!" 

In a match agaisnt Kaiserslatuern, co-captain 
Ceci Robles prepares to serve, trying to 
remeber everything she's practiced. 

if if 

Royal Women: Assistant Coach Harrison, Adina Mead, Maggie Curry, Jena 
Massicotte, Dani Dull, Fiona McAllister, Krishna Smith, Patricia Wood, Mega 
Jones, Cecelia Robles, Coach Pristelski. 
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Bennett Rock Steffon Mitchell 

Bennett Rock 
prepares himself 
for a serve from a 
Kaiserslaturn 
opponent during 
a singles match. 

"One time, I went up to do an 
overhead and the racket 
slammed down into my 
mouth. I spit in my hand to 
find a piece o f my tooth. I 
became the butt of the joke 
for weeks because I had 
broken my front tooth in 
half!" 

/an Vanderneck works on his seive every 
iy in practice. He knows it can make the 

Royal Men: Back Row- Assistant Coach Chandra Harrison, Shawn Kelley, 
Andrew Bryant, M.J. Massicotte, Brian Liston-Clark, Josh Priddy, Dayln Lipps, 
Ryan Venderneck, Steffon Mitchell, Coach Pristelski. 
Front Row: Corbin Rech, Ryan O'Hara, Matt Omdal, Bennett Rock. 

"I really had a great time 
during the season. I 
learned a variety of 
strategies and moves to be 
the winner of the match. 
The team was really fun to 
be on." 

Matt Omdal uses each practice to imrove his skills. Actually, 11 practice 
year round. It's the only way to become a more challenging opponent." 



for the Love of the Game 

•a 

Lady Royals 
In Action 

Top: Tatreka Polite 
jumps up for the deadly 
"Quick Set". 
Middle Top: April 
Brown blasts a hit over 
the opposing blocker. 
Middle Bottom: Katie 
Cordova gets low to 
make a great pass. 
Bottom: Squatting low, 
Victoria Apadoca 
performs a perfect pass. 

Team 
Kaiserslautern 
FIS 
Heidelberg 
Wuerzburg 
Wiesbaden 
Lakenheath 

Win/Loss 
W 
W 
W 
L 

W 
W 

European Tournament 
Kaiserslautern W 
Wuerzburg W 
Heidelberg W 

* Wiesbaden W 
FIS w 
Lakenheath W 
'Heidelberg L 

Standing: Coach Bryant, Jessica Arnett, Andra Vanderneck, April Brown, Kristen Coletta, Coach Sam, 
Manager Jackie Babcock. Kneeling: Heather Steele, Ashley Batzer, Katie Cordova, Tatreka Polite, 
V'cotria Apadoca, Ceraldine Anderson. Sitting: Jennifer Morton, Deanna Edwards 

Varsity Volleyball 
X/3Q rh p \/i°Cir r \\ IC mn mpnl-c onrl 2003 was the year of tremendous moments, and 

Royals Volleyball provided many of them. With a 
winning record of 5-1 during the regular season, the 
Royals showed everyone who was boss. Led by the 
coaching of Coach Sam Tooke and Coach Shannon 
Bryant, the Royals were on their way to victory. 

Seeded second in the tournament, the Royals 
decided to show everyone who really deserved the 
title. Going 6-0 in the tournament, defeating every 
team in their path, the ladies were assured a spot in the 
Championship game. The Lady Royals played hard 
and strong and finshed in second place. Jennifer Morton and Katie Cordova 

What do you like most 
about the position 

you play? 

awesome win. 

Left: Our adoring fans show their 
Royal Spirit! 

Right: CO ROYALS! Lady Royals 
huddle up to cheer after an 

Top: Andra Vanderneck and Katie Cordova 
double up to block the opposing hitter. 

Middle Left: Deanna Edwards shows perfect 
form for a perfect pass. 

Middle Right: Geraldine Anderson makes a 
very deceptive dink over the net. 

Bottom: Heather Steel reaches high over the 
net to get a kill. 

Ashley Batzer 

"I really enjoy 
being a passer 
because basically 
the whole play 
depends on my 
pass. If I give a 

bad pass to the setter, 
then the play won't 
turn out much better. 
I love trying to 
anticipate where the 
opponent will hit it 
next." 

Jennifer Morton 
"I love being the 
setter. My 
favorite thing 
about this 
postion is that 
you are a part 
of every play 
that happens. I 

rarely get a chance to 
rest during a game 
because I am too busy 
running back and forth." 

Andra Vanderneck 

"I love being a 
hitter. It's such 
a vital part of 
the game. 
Being the main 
attacker and first 

defender takes a lot 
of energy, skill and 
height! My favorite 
thing is when I get a 
powerful hit that the 
other team can't 
dig." 
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Left: Players show their spirit at 
the Homecoming Day 
Parade. Go Royals! 

Right: Jessica Arnett (standing), 
Connie Wilson (7) and 
Jessica Cloma (13) await a 
serve from their opponent. 

She Got Game 
jV Volleyball 

What is your favorite 

thing about playing 

volleyball? 

Whoever told these girls they don't got game was 
wrong. They had a great season. Once again, the IV 
Lady Royals showed who was boss ana took tne 
season by storm. They defeated every opponent in 
sight, ending up 6-0. 

Led by the great coaching of Coach Mandy and 
Coach Erin, the team hit their way to victory. The 
Lady Royals were tough to keep up with at tne net, 
led by powerful middle hitter Diedre Thompson and 
flawless setting by Jayci Chachuela. They couldn't 
have been such a strong force at the net if it h adn't 
been for the sharp passing of Gabrielle Clements and 
Morgan Thomas. 

These ladies truly do got game. Way to go! 

Team 
Kaiserslautern 

Win/Loss 

\ Heidelberg 
s® A Wuerzburg 

Wiesbaden 
Lakenheath 

Standing: Coach Erin, Majel Braden, Greta Morgan, Diedre Thompson, Rachel Rust, April Dentler, 
Brittany Bryan, Coach Mandy. Kneeling: Morgan Thomas, Kara Smith, Connie Wilson, Jessica Cloma, 
Jayci Chachuela. Sitting: Laci Russell, Gabrielle Clements. 

Jayci Chachuela 
"I enjoy being a setter 
because you are in 
control of the game. 
Basically, it is your 
desicion what play to 

run. I als o like the fact that 
usually the shorter players 
are setters, which is defi
nitely good for me. It 
requires good hand-eye 
co-ordination." 

Diedre Thompson 
"I lo ve being the 
middle hitter because 
it is exciting to see the 
opposing team move 
away from a hard hit. 
Hitting is what 
volleyball is all about. 

That's why I lov e being 
such a big part of the game. 
I am also the most intimi
dating of players on the 
court, which is even more 
exciting." 

Rachel Rust 

"I like being a 
hitter. It's nice to 
know that my 
team scored a 
point because of 
me. Volleyball is 

extremely boring when 
both teams just bump the 
ball back and forth accross 
the net. Spiking makes the 
game so much more 
interesting." 

Top: Greta Morgan awaits the serve from the 
opposing team. 

Middle Left: Rachel Rust gets low and makes 
a perfect pass. 

Middle Right: Connie Wilson gracefully 
passes over an easy serve from 
the other side. 

Bottom: Jessica Arnett performs a killer serve 
to grab the point for Ramstein. 
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David Lock 
#44 RB 

Matt Dunkleman 
#35 RB 

Kyle King 
#46 RB 

Patrick Carroll 
#49 OL/DL 

Michael Strickler Jordan Jones 
#30 DE #32 DE 

Trey Cox 
#33 RB 

Ryan Fritter 
#4 WR 

Stephan James 
#18 OLB/WR 

MaverickTapia 
#20 RB 

Andre Murray 
#21 DB/WR 

Johnathan Robinson 
#22 RB 

Patrick Pamintuan 
#25 DB/WR 

Nick Crahek 
#28 WR 

^uindarius Carr 
#7 QB/WR 

Josh Enterkine 
#10 DB 

Chris Armine 
#15 OLB/WR 

1) Maverick Tapia races past Lakenheath 
players to make a touchdown. 

2) Coaches Fite and Frederick watch the 
game and direct the players. 

3) Ramstein players are always around 
the ball. 

4) The whole defense puts the hurt on 
the opponent. 

5) Quindarius Carr prepares the fire the ball 
downfield for a Royal first down. 

I 
Vanessa Nunez 

Manager 
Jasmine York 

Manager 
Kystiana Hoehn 

Manager 
Brianne Hall 

Manager 

El 
Tomas Pasvogel 

#89 TE/DL 
Trent Williams 

#86 TE 
Aaron Jones 

#82 WR 

"My favorite part 
about football is 

the excitement and 
adrenaline the 

games gives me. 
There's nothing like the excitement 

of game day and actually playing in 
front of the fans." 

"The defense we played this year 
was very tough. We never gave 
up, no matter what the score. 

Next year, we will beat K-Town." 
-Ste'Phan James 

"Even though our 
record wasn't that 

good, our 
team really 

wasn't that 
bad. We 

made some 
mistaes and 

never seemed to get the key 
breaks we needed to win." 

1 
Adrian Powell 
#79 OL/DL 

kHJ 
Robert 

Nicholson 
#78 OL/DL 

1) Aaron Jones sails for the touchdown. 
2) Team captains line up for the coin toss. 
3) The team pushes the opponents to gain an advantage 

4) The coaches encourage the team at half-time. 
5) Patrick Pamunittun dodges the opposition. 

Marcus Cherry 
#74 OL/DL 

Michael 
Burnette 

#65 OL/DL 

Michael Mahfouz 
#50 OL/DL 

Shawn Banuchi 
#51 ILB/WR 

Matt Kerry 
#54 DL 

Jorge Irizarry 
#55 ILB 

Chris Checotah 
#56 TE/DB 

Josh Jennings 
#60 OL/DL 

Jesus Otero 
#62 DL/OL 

Seth Johnson 
#64 OL 125 



Keshawn Carr 
#4 W.R. 

1 
Kyle Blair 

em V arsixy 
"Football teaches life lessons such as discipline, 

leadership, and the ability to work with others. My 
favorite part of football is watching someone who has 
little or no skill growing into a starting player. At first, our 
season was up and down, but we overcame it in the end. 

Entering the playoffs as the fourth seed, the only ones 
who believed that we could win at all were the players 

john Torris and the coaches. 
D B- We would not have been so succesful this season if it 

hadn't been for the faith we had in ourselves and the all-
out effort of each and player." 

Coach Porter 

Matt Irwin 
#12 Q.B. 

MAtt Hilifield 
#1? Q.B. 

Abram McKay 
#17 W.R. 

Scott Kelly 
#18 D.B. 

Josh Wesloski 
#10 W.R. 

*SoWs 

Brennan 
Relaford 

#21 W.R. 

126 
Chris Speer 
#22 R.B. 

Rome Wynder 
#24 R.B. 

Ranee Jones 
#25 R.B. 

Scott Jardin 
#28 W.R. 

m 
Mark Stephenson Jermemy McGaughy 

#33 R.B. #35 R.B. 

1) Shawn Honts and 
Hector Centeno 
tackle the enemy. 

2) Brennan Relaford 
races down the 

field. 
3) Ramstein shuts 

down the Laken 
heath line-up. 

4) The Royals defense 
dog-piles the 

opposition's runner. 

SCORECARD 
Opponent Score W/L 
Wurzburg 34-12 w 
Wiesbaden 7-31 L 
Wurzburg 19-14 w 
Lakenheath-Homecoming 0-7 L | 
K-Town 34-12 W 
Heidelberg 23-37 L | 

Lakenheath 28-13 W 
Wiesbaden- Championships 7-6 w I 

3 a 

IT ^ 
Aaron Pike 
Manager 

Devin Barton 
Manager 

Erin Jamison 
Manager 

"I like football because I 
can hit people and not get 
in trouble. There is a 
certain skilll involved. The 
Championship game was 
awesome-better than the 
Super Bowl!" 

-Marcus Kerry 

"The best part of football is 
the thrill you get on game 
day. Winning is great, but I 
get the biggest rush right 
before I go out on the field 
and the crowd is all crazy." 

-Josh Wesloski 

"My 
favorite 
part of 
football is 
running the 
ball. When I 
run, it makes me feel like I'm a 
superstar. But the most part of all 
was when we would get krunk 
before the game with my boys." 

-Ranee Jones 

— 
k 
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Jl 
Kevin Moryc 
#69 D.L. 

Deshazio Wilkinson 
#68 O.L. 

JL 
Doug Francis 

#67 O.L. 

1) Matt Irwin evades three 
defensive players, heading 

for a touchdown. 
2) Josh Wesloski tries to break 

free from two tacklers. 
3) Chris Spears stiff arms a 

Lakenheath defender on 
his way to the first down. 

Marcus Kerry 
# 66 O.L. £1 

James Fite 
# 64 O.L. 

Hector Centeno 
#53 L.B. 

James Horst 
#55 D.L. 



gHSC* 

"I e njoy playing basketball 
because of the constant 
action and excitement, 
which combines athleticism 
as well as intelligence. I feel 
that no other sport gives 
the intensity that basketball 
does." 

-MattLuthman 

"I've been playing 
basketball since the first 
grade. I've played 
boosters up until the 
fifth grade, and from 

"I've been playing basketball since l^re °n ' P'ayec' 
I wa s seven or so. I enj oy the school basketball. 

u •-< ( i i~w a> Basketball is a great game because it s fun and I lo ve , , . ,6 . 
fL * sport. It s fun but also 
the competition. „ 

takes a lot of hard work. 

-Jarrett Perry -Whitney McCloud 

Our Royal 
Stars 

Our boys ended a successful season, with an overall 
record of 9-2. They worked hard every day in practice, and 
that hard work showed on the court. Although many of 
the players were new to the team this year, they found a 
way to become a real team. 

1) Raymond adds two for the Royals cause. 3) Jarrett jumps high to block his opponent. 
2) Whitney awaits the outcome of his free throw 4) Whitney goes to the hoop and scores. 

James 
Hamlett 

Abram 
McCoy Aadams 

1) Ray goes to the 
line to shoot a 
free one. 

2) Whitney shoots 
for two. 

3) Mike dribbles past 
his opponent. 

4) Aaron takes it to 
the hoop. 

5) Matt goes up for 
a key rebound. 

6) Curtis reaches for 
a lay-up 

7) Whitney adds two 
to the Royals' 

8) Curtis puts the 
finishing touch on a 
Royals victory. 

Us Them 
Baumholder* 48 8 
Ansbach* 46 5 
Lakenheath 41 27 
Lakenheath 38 35 
Heidelberg 59 38 
Wiesbaden 54 46 
ISB 52 12 
ISB 56 16 
K-town 49 55 
Wiesbaden 50 49 
Wurzburg 28 29 
Wurzburg 58 39 
K-town 56 43 
Heidelberg 50 53 

WINS: 11 LOSSES: 
"Indicates non-conference games 

Aaron 
Jones Matt 

Luthman 
Alex 

Chebaro 

Daniel 
Dixon 

Mike 
Boyd 

Coach 
Falkenburry 129 

Whitney 
McCloud 



Above the Rim 
Led by seven seniors, our boys had an awesome season, finishing 

7-5 in Division One and 10-5 overall. Going into the tournament, they 

were seeded fourth and had to face Heidelberg and Wiesbaden to 

make it to the next round. In the semi-finals, they they beat K-Townto 

make it into the championship match. They put a strong fight against 
Heidelberg, finishing second in the tournament. 

Varsity Basketball 3 

Our Royal 
Stars 

I.Jose Montero looks 
downcourtforthe 
open man. 

2: Going for the 
three, Allen 
Weaver shows 
great form. 

3.Johnathon Pelka 
goes up strong 
against cross-town 
rival K -town. 

4. The crowd is quiet 
as Brian Stewart 
shoots a foul shot. 

5. Eric Murray is in 
complete concen 
tration at the free 
throw line. 

6. Matt Irwin shoots 
for three over his 
opponent. 

7. Dondre Godlock 
shows that bigger 
isn't always better — 

as he takes it to the 
hoop. 
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James 
Carlisle 

Eric 
Murray 

3. Brian Stewart fights for the jump ball at the start of the game. 
4. Lee King takes the ball to the hoop, avoiding his defender. 

1. Jose Montero goes up strong for a lay-up. 
2. Allen Weaver follows through for the free throw. 

Jose' 
Montero 

I've been playing ball 

since I w as about 

three. My dad gave me 

my first ball, and I've 

never put it down. The 

biggest thing that 

attracts me to the 

game is that it is 

competitive and so am 

I. I ab solutely love to 

compete. 

-Jose Montero 

Dondre 
Godlock 

Us 
Baumholder* 54 
Ansbach* 49 
Lakenheath 62 
Lakenheath 39 
Mannheim" 51 
Heidelburg 38 
Wiesbaden 44 
ISB 66 
ISB 67 
K-town 37 
Wiesbaden 46 
Wurzburg 55 
Wurzburg 63 
K-town 44 
Heidelburg 54 
T---Heidelburg 45 
T---Wiesbaden 58 
T---Kaiserslautern 52 
T---Heidelburg 48 

Allen 
Weaver 

I've been playing 

since I w as four, when 

my mom bought me a 

Fisher Price Hoop. 

My mom used to play 

basketball and that's 

why I p lay. I lo ve my 

mom more than 

anyone in the world 

and I pl ay for her. 

-Arlandus Guest -Johnathon Pelka 

Brian 
Stewart 

Brennan 
Relaford 

Coach 
Tarnowski Arlandus 

Guest 

Johnathon 
Pelka 

Them 
32 
46 
39 
41 
44 
56 
43 
50 
43 
39 
41 
22 
23 
51 
55 
62 
41 
38 
52 

I h ave played basketball 

for about six years. It;s 

such a big part of my 

life, it wouldn't be 

complete without 

basketball in it. It's 

something that will 

always be there for me 

when no one else is. 



Ho oft Mams, 
Coach C's light-hearted talk helps the girls relax at halftime 
before they go back out onto the court. 

Teaming up, Paige McCullum and Katee Norris fight 
underneath the hoop to rebound the ball. 

"The JV team improved every week to become the team to beat. 
They ended the season with a twenty point thumping of Heidelberg 
and a 9-5 record. Beth Nielson provided the leadership, and with the 
help of Jasmine York and Alicia Nixon, the eight new freshman were 
able to greatly improve the skills. 

Additionally, we had the best managers ever! The team definitely 
had a good mix of talent with the desire to win." 

- Coach C 

Royal Ladies: Andi Enghall, Gabbi Clements, Paige McCullum, Lucy Hamlett, Kendra Lenoir, Beth Nielsen, Coach C Kaylen Bannister 
J a Moore, Rebecca Tenuta, Theresa Brooks, Katee Norris, Alycia M,xon, Leah Johnson. Y 
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"I l ike playing basketball because it's fun to 
see who's going to win in the end." 

-Paige McCullum 

"I l ike to play basketball because when I'm 
on the court my adrenline is rushing and 
gets me more into the game." 

-Jasmine York 

"Everyone tells me that basketball is for 
tall people, but I still manage to do well 
on the court. You can't give up on 
something just because you're short!" 

-Alycia Mixon 

The Ramstein Royal get 
ready to break the 
huddle after Coach C 
gives them some last-
minute pointers. 

Below: Kendra Lenoir 
concentrates while she 
tries to add a free-throw 
to the Royals' total. 

Rebecca Tenuta keeps a tight grip 
on the ball as she looks to see if can 
drive and score against Heidelberg. 

Jazmine York keeps the 
ball high as she scans 
the court for an open 

Royal. 



Love and Basketball 
Varsity Girls Basketball 

As always, the Royals play tough 
defense as they go for the rebound. 

Coach Crosselin uses a time out to 
make adjustments to the game plan 
and put the Royals in a position to win. 

"I lik e playing basketball 
because I like the 
competition. It's 
something that I 
can play at anytime, 
any place and 
in any type of weather." 

-Raquel McCullum 

"Playing post is a lot of 
fun because I am in t he 
middle of everything 
and it's a tough job that 
not everyone can do. 
I like playing basketball 
because of 
the competition." 

-April Brown 

•, 

"This year's basketball team was a 
group of outstanding ladies. We fin
ished the year off with a record of 
sixteen wins and two loses. The team 
won the Division I conference title 
and made it to the championship 
game at Europeans. Unfortunatly, we 
lost by only two points. 

First team All Conference went to 
April Brown, Krissy Grosselin, and 
Raquel McCullum. All-Tournament 
honors went to Krissy Crosselin and 
Raquel McCullum. Britney Weickum 
won the Coaches Award. 

We definitely had a great season. 
The girls played well together as a 
team and were a real joy to coach." 

-Ms. Grosselin 

April Brown, Britney Weickum, Krissy 
Grosselin, and Raquel McCullum go to 
the line and add points for the Royals. 

Raquel McCullum sprints 
downcourt, dodging her 
competitors, to score 
vital points for the team. 

Britney Weickum 
concentrates at the 

" I like to play 
basketball because 
you can get really 
physical out on the 
court and make 
other people mad 
and frustrated." 

-Krissy Grosselin 

It's too late to stop 
Krissy Grosselin as 
she takes advantage 
of the defensive lapse 
to shoot a three. 

"I like pl aying basketball because it's 
very competitive. It's not just 
one person doing everything 
by herself but differ
ent individuals 
contributing in 
different ways to come 
out with a victory." 

-TaTreka Polite 

Lady Royals: Lanese Pope, Raquel McCullum, Katie Cordora, Britney Weickum, Heather Steele, Coach Grosslin 
April Brown, Krissy Grosselin, TaTreka Polite, Tahnee Delacerda, Geraldine Anderson. 



I am a Cheerleader 
JV Cheerleading 

Fall Cheerleaders: 1st Row: Jennifer Nielsen, Phoenisha Cook, Alycia Myan, 
Holly Balleny, Teresa Brooks. 

2nd Row: Alicia Martinez, Brittney Barton, Mikaila Pamphille 
3rd Row: Allison Ringdahl 

The cheerleaders show their spirit as they 
create a pyramid, which requires them to trust 
each other's strength and talents. 

Royals mascot Amelia 
Rutherford struts 
along the sidelines to 
help fire up the crowd. 

I he cheerleaders use their energetic cheers 
and stunts to get the crowed fired up at the 
Homecoming rally. 
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Holly Balleny and Allison Ringdahl 
take a breather from cheering 
for some much needed water. 

"This year was a very good 
season. The girls on the 
^ anc' Varsity were 

awesome. We learned a lot 
about each other, as well as 
stunts that other teams 
wouldn't even think about 

doing. We encountered a lot of things over the 
season, but we stayed a team through it all." 

ML All the girls were really n ice anc 
worked very hard. It was 

W1 ̂  ^ V" nteresti ng to see how 
fk . JW the boys and girls 

worked together. I kno w 
some people don't think 
cheerleading is a sport, 

but working hard, being pushed by our 
coaches, and working together sounds like 
a team to me." 

-Cassie Lindsey 

"The key aspects of 
cheerleading are 

~ cooperation and 
friendship. If you 

f 1 work together as a 
team, you can do 

great things and 
you can make some friends you can 
really count on." 

-Jennifer Nielsen . Stacie Brockington 

Above: The squad 
executes perfectly 
syncronized toe-
touches during a 
half-time show. 

Winter Cheerleaders: 1st Row: Allison Ringdahl, Holly Balleny 
2nd Row: Holly Wood, Lesa Solcam, 
Stacie Brockington, Crystal Jones. 
3rd Row: Cassie Lindsey, Mari Shakir, 
Mikailah Pamphille, Connie Wilson. 

Crystal Jones is held in a full extension as she 
executes a spirited stunt during a joint 
performance of the cheerleading squads. The cheerleaders and mascot hype up the crowd during the basketball half-time show. 

The squad had to practice several times a week to prepare for these shows. ^ 



Bring It On 
Varsity Cfteerleading 

Dawn Culley rides on her teammate's shoulders 
to begin the Royals Homecoming game. 

Shannon Ringdahl is lifted high above the 
crowd while Bobbee Narcoss and Mikailah 
Pamphille cheer on the football team. 

Chanell Botts, Dawn Culley, and Bobbee Narcoss cheer in perfect sync 
perfectly in sync during an exciting Royals football game. 

Fall Cheerleaders: 1st Row: Chanell Botts, Shannon Ringdahl, 
Mikailah Pamphille 

2nd Row: Katie Addison, Kirsten Lally, Janie Rubio 
Dawn Culley 

3rd Row: Bobbee Norcoss, Brian Weaver, 
Holly Walker, Alycia Myan. 
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•Shannon Ringdahl 

Winter cheerleaders: 1st Row: 

2nd Row: 
3rd Row: 

Alicia Martinez, Janie Rubio, 
Adina Mead, Shannon Ringdahl 
Katie Addison, Bobbee Norcoss 
Chanell Botts, Brian Weaver, 
Dawn Culley. 

-Katie Addison 

"This year was great. I had a 
fun time cheering with 
everyone. Camp was the best 
part and we got second place, 
so that's really good. I'm 
gonna miss everyone next 
year! Cheer good!" 

-Chanell Botts 

Above left: 
Lesa Solcom and 
Adina Mead do a 
double-toe touch to 
hype up the crowd. 

Above middle: 
"When we say CO, 
you say FIGHT!" The 
cheerleaders work 
hard to get the 
crowd more involved 
in the game. 

Above right: 
Shannon Ringdahl 
does a difficult 
scorpion stunt during 
Europeans. 
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"As a senior I 
was somewhat 

on the down side 
about having to 
leave my old school 
this year. 

Cheerleading brightened up my life 
and put a smile on my face. After our 
second-place finish at the European 
Championships and a year of some
thing that has been in my heart for so 
long, I will really miss this. As a 
captain, I wa s able to get to know 
everyone. I lov e all the cheerleaders." 

I really enjoyed 
being able to finish 
seven years of 

. cheering with a 
great squad. It was an honor to be a 
captain. I thin k that we did the best any 
squad could do. We have all become 
pretty close, almost like a family! It was 
great to cheer and great to be with 
them all. I am glad I ch eered this year, 
and glad I m et them all. It was an 
awesome year for us all!" 



Wrestling Jerry Hubbell Gary Steffensmeier 
Coach Asst. Coach 

Nick Grahek 
103 lbs 

Jeremiah Raveling 
103 lbs 

1) James Fite keeps his head up, working for a pin 
2) Brandon Rech squeezes his o pponent in a 

headlock and gains control of the match. 
3) Jose Figueroa holds his enemy down 

and rides for points. 
4) Mark Stephenson maneuvers for the takedown 

and control of his opponent. 
5) The Division I champions proudly display their 

team banner to celebrate a victory. 

Trey Fortunato 
103 lbs 

Kyle McCrimmon 
103 lbs 

Tracy Tibbits 
112 lbs 

Maivin Domingo 
119 lbs 

Noah Sheppard 
125 lbs 

Matt Grahek 
130 lbs 

Mark Stephenson 

135 lbs 
Jose' Figueroa 

135 lbs 

Winnett 
Asst. Coach 

Paula Peters 
Manager Manager 

JoAnna Young Amanda Parfitt 
Manager Manager 

HWT 

Willie Pierce 
HWT 

215 lbs 

"This year's Royals proved 
to be Lean Mean Fighting 
Machines. They were 
agile, hostile and mobile 
European Champions." 

- Coach Izzo 

Oivison I 
Champions 
New DODDS Record: 

14 placers at 

European Championships 

Above: Karl Saucier slams his 
opponent to the mat. 

Right: Matt Crahek prepares 
for a takedown. 

European Placers: 
103: 4th - Nic k Crahek 
112: 2nd - Tracy Ti bbits 
119: 2nd - Marvin Domingo 

6th - Bri an Fite 
130: 3rd - Matt Crahek 
135: 2nd - Jose' Figueroa 

3rd - Da nny Burns 
140: 1st - Karl Saucier 
145: 3rd -Zacch Sheppard 
152: 4th - Logan Rainforth 
160: 4th - James Fite 
215: 4th - Eric Gardner 
HWT: 2nd - Will ie Pierce 

6th - James Horst 

"The only 
thing that is 
going 
through my 
mind before a 
match is how I 
will win. Every match is a new 
challenge." 

-Jose Figueroa 

"The best 
part about 
wrestling is 
going out on 
the mat, 
knowing that 
you are going to win." 

-Karl Saucier 

basketball. 

"The best part 
about wrestling 

was the long trips 
away from school. 
It's better to have 

than played 
Duct tape!" 

-Nick Crahek 

Karl Saucier 
140 lbs 140 lbs 

Brent Gorman 
140 lbs 

Zacch Sheppard 
145 lbs 

Logan Rainforth 
152 lbs 

Gardner 
215 lbs 



I Should 

"Dancing is the best 
thing to do after 
school because it IS 
a sportf 

-Maria Alfaro 

Above: Kristyn Osborne moves with 
the music during the Homecoming parade. The team struts its stuff during a performance. 

Middle Row: 
Front Row: 
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nucsuwd C-idinu, may wmiiuiiijU'driiciic narris . 
Ciera Clark, Dashia MCIntosh,Candice Swinger, Maria Alfaro, Coren Unpingco, Kristyn Osborn> 
Kate Aguilarjennifer Voegler, Kaila Muriera 

I love dance team 
because you get 
to meet cool girls, 
hang out, party for 
the crowd every 
Friday, wear sexy 
uniforms, and get 
out and be a part 
of the community." 

-Adesuwa Elaiho 

be Oancino 
Oanee Team 

The Dance 
team gets 
ready to march 
in the 
Homecoming 
Parade. "Dance team is a lot 

of fun because I get 
to hang out with all 
my friends and Mrs. 
Mac. We get to 
listen to good music 
and be creative." 

-Courtney Magee 

2003-04 Results 
i School Them I Us 

Shape Seals 339 474 
Stuttgart Piranhas 206 206 
Heidelberg Sea Lions 326 493 
Stuttgart Piranhas 129 416 
Heidelberg Sea Lions 420 652 
Ceilenkirchen Orcas 386 577 
Shape Seals 1776 2541 
Shape Seals 658 905 
Wiesbaden Wahoos 115 534 
Wuerzburg Waves 244 453 
Ceilenkirchen Orcas 271 482 
Napels Tiger Sharks 453 578 
Shape Seals 633 784 

Season: 13-0 

Swim Pan 
Kin 

"I like swimming 
because I have been 
doing it for ten 
years. It motivates 
me to achieve 
higher goals." 

-Justin Smith 

1) T eam captains Kara Smith 
and Betsy Howe's leadership 
helped the team go undefeated. 
2) Katie Ritchie's technique and 
form bring her victory in the 
breast stroke event. 
3) Heather Cage, Kara Smith, 
and Betsy Howe show off their 
championship medals. 
4) Betsy Howe works hard to 
improve her time in the butterfly 
event. 

14 Gold Medals 

9 silver Medals 

13 Br onze Medals 

fish Swim Team 
Back Row: Micheal Harper, Mark Ritchie, 
Keith Johnson, Bobby King, Geoff Place, 
Alan Muther,Justin Smith. 
Middle Row: Heather Cage, Katie Ritchie, 
Erin Noyes, Vanessa Nunez,, Kara Smith, 
Britany Boring, Meghann Mayhew, 
Mindy Pierce. 
Bottow Row: Loreajarmon, Veronica 
Place, Betsy Howe, Ncihole Swalko, 
Rebecca Yanits. 

"Swimming is a 
great opportunity 
to make friends, 
and our coach was 
the greatest. We 
are the undefeated, 
European champs!" 

-Geoff Place 

"The best part about 
swimming is making 
friends and having fun 
at practices and 
meets. It's is a great 
way to get in shape." 

-Betsy Howe 
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One Day in the Life of A Freshman 
v 

As we followed Bryan Stephenson 
through the halls one day, he had the 
sudden urge to stick one of his legs 
into the trash can. (near right) "I love 
to be spontaneous because it makes 
school so much more fun!" 

We tracked Bryan while he did his 
Algebra homework in Seminar, (far 
right) "Sometimes it's pretty hard to 
understand justwhatyou're supposed 
to do in a class." 

Later, Bryan spotted a hoddiethat 
he liked, (below) " Ireally love this 
thing and if Nate Paine ever leaves it 
lying around, he might just find it 
gone. Just kidding, Nate. It's a cool 
hoodie, though." 

Alex Witmer explained why 
she loves Red days (above): ""I 
have all my easier classes on Red 
days, so things go much better." 

She wasn't sure we understood 
the difference between a goat and 
a horse (how did that subject 
come up?), so she volunteered 
some key information (right): "A 
goat has horns like this and hops 
on the mountain. A horse? Well, 
it's different." 

Finally, Alex takes a break from 
her busy day to stare into space, 
dreaming about other deeds and 
other days (far right): "Really, I 
don't see the point of homework." 

&U/IUIUI" 

©ne Day in the Life of a Sophomore 
Colleen Fahy shared her after-

school recipe for fun (far left): "I go 
to my friend's house and we have 
fiestas--that's parties, for those of 
you who don't speak Spanish!" 

Later, she showed off her gym
nastics abilities (left). "Look what I 
can do! It'samazingwhatyoucando 
when you watch a little stuff on tele
vision." 

Like many students, Colleen has 
to work hard in Geometry(below). 
"It's not easy, but the good things 
never are, are they?" 

We watched Josh Enterkine 
struggle with his notetaking skills 
during English class (above)." Sud
denly, it hit me! I ca n't concentrate 
on my work without my skateboard!" 

Later, Josh finds time to share a 
joke with a few of his out-of-the-
picture friends (near left). "They cut 
my friends out, but Phil, Lucas and 
Elector make up the Mineva Skate 
crew." 

Near the end ofthe day Josh works 
hard on a video for Mr. Zagorski (far 
left): "This is killing me, trying to get 
this movie done." 



One Day in the Life of a Junior 
Shannon Erickson works on the 

colorful boards for each play that 
hang in the Great Hall (near right). 
She complains that "Kevin can't 
keep his paint in the lines, so I have 
to help him." 

She loves to spend her lunch 
time in Mr. Nukala's room, eating 
her favorite foods, (far right). "I 
love eggrolls because they're so 
yummy. Snow pants, too, but 
they're not really so yummy." 

After school, she spent hertime 
as the Stage Managerforthe school 
musical (below). "It'snoteasykeep-
ing fourty people straight about 
where they're supposed to be and 
what they're supposed to wear." 

re 
Matt Slaymaker complains, Itn 

rally hard at school to doadecen 
job. But nobody believes I try a 
something other than football, 
(above) 

Matt and Justin Yungvirt share; 
strange ritual greetingduringlunch 
(near right). "Pupenspiel!" 

Lunch seems to be Matt's favor 
ite part of the day, but he also stuff; 
hisfaceduringafiredrill (farright) 
"Man, I'm getting fat because I'rr 
always eating food, especially 
cheese. It's just too good to resist.' 

©ne Day in the Life of a Senior) 
We catch Sarah McClain as she digs into 

Shakespeare's Hamlet for Mr. Schmidt's A P Lit 
class. "I like to go to Mr. Schmoll's room during 
Seminar and catch up on my reading. It seems 
like it n ever ends!" 

Will Enterkineand Leasa Medina 
work in the ROTC room during 
seminar. "We like t o help out the 
new cadets by getting them orga
nized better." 

Lee King often uses his Semi
nar to work with Senior sponsor 
Ms. Norris on ideas for class 
projects and activities. 

Because of his busy schedule, Lee 
has to work hard to stay caught up 
with his school work. He plans to 
attend college in Texas after he leaves 
the friendly halls of Ramstein. 

Will love s to play addictinggames 
on the internet. "I just can't help my
self! They make them so easy to get 
hooked on!" His sense of humor 
makes him a constant source of en
tertainment for his friends. 

Sarah meets with Mrs. Izzo during Seminarto 
put the finishing touches on the French Club trip. 
"I've studied French for five years now, and I want 
to continue it in co llege." 
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[RLHS Students in Mathmagic Land 
Math 

Near right: "Geometry Lab has 
helped me see Geometry in a 
new light. This is a really helpful 
class. Being able to actually see a 
problem on the screen seems 
easier to me than looking at it on 
paper. It re ally helps me focus on 
the problem at hand." 

-Seth Johnson (10) 

Below: "Math is a fun and interest
ing way to view reality and the 
real facts about the world around 
us. Looking at real-life scenarios 
from a mathematical viewpoint 
shows what's really behind the 
problem." 

-Ryan Smith (ll) 

Far right: "The bridges we did in 
Geometry were fun and interest
ing. I like t he fact that Mr. 
Falkenbury has been doing more 
hands-on problems." 

-Logan Rainforth (10) 

Middle: "I lik e math because it 
makes me think. You find that 
you can be a deeper thinker 
when you start to examine an 
equation." 

-Tim Lavoie (10) 

Middle right: "Math is fun and 
interesting because you can 
apply it to real life situations. 
Also, it's generally predictable 
and there's always a right 
answer, you just have to figure 
out how to get it." 

-Britney Weickum (12) 
Right: "I en joy Math 
Analysis because it's a 
different way of thinking 
from anything I've ever 
done before." 

-Amanda Talyor (12) 

[English Ghosts 
English 

Below left: "I lo ved the storytell
ers because they brought life 
and meaning to what could have 
been some boring stuff. It was 
fun to see how creative and 
entertaining literature can be. It 
was great!" 

-Kyle Davies (10) 

Below: "Teaching others what we 
are learning ourselves is a very 
helpful way to remember and learn 
the information. We were learning 
about poetry, which can be very 
confusing, so teaching others 
about our poems was very good 
for everyone in the class." 

-Christina Allen and 
Allen Blakenbecker (ll) 

Above: "Alex and I we re working on a 
project to present to the class. English is a 
fun subject when we get to do things in a 
different way. Presenting to the class helps 
us understand the material better, too." 

- Cathrine Mueller(l2) 
- Alex Todd (11) 

Left: "I like the way English has 
evolved as an oral and written 
language. Being good in your 
own language is p retty important." 

-Mark Cipriano (11) 

Left:" Even with Mr. Schmidt's difficult lesson plans, he still 
finds the time to tell stories of his past, remind us that if we 
don't do our assignments we won't walk at graduation, and 
inform us that if we cannot be responsible then 'Don't go to 
college.' My advice for those who will have Mr. Schmidt for 
Senior English class is to take lots of notes and pay close 
attention. The man knows what he's talking about." 

-Brent Gorman (12) 



(American History X J 
Social Studies 

1. Guest speaker Colonel Sowden demonstrates the dress and 
actions of Civil War soldiers with Parker Cowles in Mr. Hubbell's US 
History class. "It was a great way for the students to see how the 
people lived in t hat time period. It h elps bring history to life." 

2. Mr. Hubbell shows his US History class about the economics of 
the American colonial period. He says, "Students need to get a feel 
for what the reality of the time period was if they hope to understand 
the history of the time." 

3. Lindsey Wilson tries to inject her opinion into the discussion of 
the causes of the Civil War. "It's important that we are free to share 
and discuss our ideas in class. 
It's the only way we can really 
see what we're thinking." 

(right): Seniors in Ms. Norris' Government 
class discuss the process the Congress uses to 
make a bill i nto law. "They can't be good 
citizens if they're not informed citizens. They 
need to learn how their own government works 
on a daily basis." 

"I lik e history because you get 
to learn about different 
cultures and how people used 

152 t0 live-" 

— Kara Cole, 10th grade 

"History is cool because you get to Mr. McMath's AP World History students listen closely as he 
know what all had to happen to discusses the French Revolution. "It may be old news, but it's 
make the world how it is today" important news. They need to know yesterday to understand 

today better." 

What do you think of 
science at RHS? 

A Science ©dyssey 
Science 

"Surprisingly, I am really enjoying 
Chemistry. Ms. Campbell makes 
it really easy to understand and 
interesting. They let me play 
with fire!" 

-Sarah Nickens, 11th Grade 

"We like science because we 
learn good science jokes from 
Mr. Langholz." 

-LaVelle Hines (11) 
-Rashad Reese (ll) 

"Biology with Mr. Penter is 
the best. He has the funniest 
stories and he makes learning 
easy and fun." 

-Tim Howard (10) 

Left: Sean Heron and Mike Mahfouz 
look on as Chris Waszak views some 
of the largest sunspots ever recorded 
in Mr. Hassenbuhler's Astronomy 
class. 

Right: Ashley Bowers and 
Shawn Banuchi experiment 
with static electricity in Mr. 
Mead's 9th grade Science 
Introduction class. 

Eric Severic demonstrates 
angular momentum vector 
properties (above left), while 
Katie Addison (above right) 
conserves her angular 
momentum in Mr. Edwards' 
Physics class. 

Below: Jamie Croft examines 
microorganisms under the 
microscope during a lab in Mr. 
Atchison's Biology class. 



[Masters of Technology] 
Technology Glasses 

Top: Ryan Cough works on an 
assignment for Computer 
Applications. "Students need to 
know how to make technology 
work for them in everyday life" is 
one guiding principal of technology 
education. 

Right: Eric Woods works on a 
project in his Architectural Drawing 
class. "It's fun to actually create 
with the computer. I do n't know 
how they used to do this when they 
had to do it all by hand." 

Far Right: Tiffany Evetts turns from 
her screen to listen to Mr. Izzo as he 
explains an assignment. "He's really 
good at showing us how to do 
things but letting us figure out how 
to do it for ourselves, too." 

2: Making sure its right 

Ben Eller checks his notes to make sure that he is doing his web page design 
correctly. "It's all in t he details. If you forget to do one thing, the whole page 
can come out wrong. You have to do it by the book." 

4: Future web designer 

Christie Edwards works on her Web page for her Web Page Design class. 
You get the satisfaction of having your own page, just the way you want it. 

You also get the frustration of trying to get there." 

1: Harder than it looks 

Aaron Slickers and Max Meyer learn how to master the controls of the robotic 
arm in Mr. Izzo's Robotics class. "You have to be really careful what you're 
doing or you can really mess things up. It's a challenge, that's for sure." 

3: Creativity is hard work 

J.R. Lequin and Adrian Marshall work hard on their Computer Animation 
project. "You can do just about anything, but you have to figure out how to 
it. It's a lot of trial and error, and you learn from the errors." 
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[Fixing Gars With~Boys) 

Top: Christine Spell and Kelly 
Simmons work to unscrew the 
alternator so they can explore its 
function in the car. 

Middle: Kyle Gregory works to 
remove a spark plug so he can 
clean it and put it back as one of 
his projects in Auto Tech 1. 

Far Right: Mr. Battista shows 
one of his Auto Tech classes the 
importance of a crank shaft in 
the operation of the car. 

Reaching into the depths 
Ryan Yarcho reaches down into a car to learn how to replace the serpentine 
belt in A uto Tech 2. "It's not always easy to even get to the problem. You 
have to really work to find out what's wrong and then how to fix it ." 

Taking Inventory 
Lee King and Welasinee Herb take an inventory of the tools in one of the tool 
boxes in the Auto Tech garage. "If you don't keep track of the tools, you know 
you're not going to have the one you need when the time comes." 

Asking a question 
Nathan Kinnaird knows that there is a lot more to Auto Tech class than 
working on cars. "You have to do the book work, too. You have to be willing 
to study the manuals to find the information you need." 

Cutting out problems 
Thomas Smith cuts off a section of an iron rod to make a working screw for 
an Auto Tech 2 project. "Necessity is the mother of invention, they say, and 
sometimes you just have to make things work." 
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Office Space ) 
Career Practicum 

Career Practicum is a very imprtant program. It gives students the 
opportunity to receive hands-on experience in a career that they are planning 
to pursue. It also opens fields of interest to students who are not sure what 
they want to do for a career and for those still unsure about a college major. 
About fifty per-cent of college freshmen drop out of college. I feel that this 
program will help students decide what types of careers will best suit them as 
they enter the work force or continue their education." 

-Mrs. Mead 

1. Kate Balbin works in L abor and 
Delivery at Landstuhl Medical Center. 
Throughout the semester, she has 
observed several births. 

2. Dondre Codlock teaches 
PhysicalEducation at Ramstein 
Elementary School. 
3. Hector Centeno gets greased 
up to his elbows at the junkyard. 

" Career Practicum is an excellent 
program at Ramstein. I feel that the 
students have a wonderful opportunity 
to gain the experience they need 
to learn the skills it takes to be 
successful in that career field." 

-Mrs. McFarland 

4. Lanese Pope works as an asisstant 
for Ms. Brumback in math. 

5. Cecilia Robles enjoys working with 
the "clients" at the Animal Clinic. 

6. Jeremy Clark is extra careful 
cuttinghis clients' hair at the 
base Barber Shop. 
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1. Jenny Jones loves to watch the children at 
the Child Development Center. She hopes 
to become certified in c hild care. 

2. Rob Modlin prepares notes for his lesson on 
capitalism and society for Mr. Nukala's 
APLAC class study of Atlas Shrugged. 

3. Bryan Rolph performs computer 
maintenance at 786 th Com

puter Service Building. 
4. May Wilmont hopes to have a 

career in Flight Medicine, so she 
works at the Ramstein Clinic. 

5. Patricia Erickson rehearses the 
Ramstein Middle School band 
for a future performance. 

8. Micheal Gomez sorts mail and 
packages at the Ramstein Post 
Office during his CP period. 

6. Brendon Allen loves to work 
with children at the Landstuhl 
Pediatrics Ward. 

7. Adina Mead works with the fifth 
grade students in Mrs. Talluer's 
class at Ramstein Elementary. 



Hairspray 
Cosmetology 

1. Mrs. Davidson meets with 
students Sheralyn Menendez, 
Anna Burlingame, Brittney Deery 

and Scotti Mitchell to plan a trip 
to Italy. "There is so much 
planning to do for a trip like this 
that we need all the people we can 
get to do the work. It takes time 
and effort to make it happen." 

2. Alex Arbuckle gives Veronica 
Veltman a new style with flashy 
braids. "I lik e it when I can help 
someone look the way she 
wants to look." 

3. Cami Martinez gets eye-level 
with Jessica Cloma to get an 
even, straight cut. "You have to 

take your time to do it right. 
Nobody wants to have a bad hair 
day because you messed up." 

4. Jodian Thompson gladly braids 
Sean Orozco's hair in corn rows. 
"I l ike doing this kind of thing. It 
helps the customer and it helps 
me learn something new that I 
can use later." 

5. Chris Speer puts the finishing 
touches on Jordan Jones' hair. 
"You have to be careful when 
you're making changes in 
someone else's appearance." 
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6. Alicia Martinez starts the process 
of highlighting Brittany Kulp's 

hair. "It's not as easy at it looks 
to outsiders, that's for sure." 

(Home, Sweet Home 
J 

Coming and Going 
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ffWl ReMAKiA... 

ftdina Mead 

"Not flesh of my flesh 
Nor bone of my bone 

But nevertheless. 
Still my own. 

Never forget for a single 
Minute you weren't born 
Under my heart, but in it 

Even when you are not with us. we will always be 
singing this song just for you: 

We'll love you forever 
We'll like you fo r always. 
As long as we're living 
our "baby doll" you II be! 

We love you very much. 
Mom and Pad 

YoAmericA 



O^mcvs R\ym Kmy 
Hey Cowboy, 
You've colorfully made it through the 
first chapters of your life. 
We are so proud of you! Your faith, 
wit, and good judgement will guide 
you into and throughout 
the next chapters. 
We love you! 

Dad, Mom, Matt & Maria 

Ashley, 
e haste Watched. you grow into a 

ondecful young Woman and haste been 
uly blessed to haste you as ouc daughter 
\d sister. It is hard to imagine that 
hteen years haste passed. Where did 

hat time go? The years haoe gone by 
much too guickly, but the memories will 

ger forester. 
are all proud what you haste achieved, 

far and look forward to watching you 
tuna the page as you continue your 

-yyoung adult life and begin college. 
pflR^ongratulations on graduating high 

schooli 
As you embark on the next leg of your life's 
journey, We wish you loste, success, and happiness. 
You haste tremendous potential to make a 
difference in this World. Remember, esterything 
happens for a reason. Aboste all, know that We 
loste y ou deeply and We will a lways be there to 
lend our suppoer at estery curste in the road. May 
the wind always be at your back and the sun. 
shine Warm upon your 

Loste, 

and Dad, 
and Sean You always have, and always will, bring a smile to our lives. 

Thanks and congratulations. Jeffrey. 
Love. 

Dad. Mom. and Jannen 

Jeff Me yer 

r^ongratulatior, 
° Gabrklte s 

From the moment we laid eyes on you. 
we knew you were very special 

and every day you demonstrate how right we were. 
You face each new challenge with a smile and with 

stubborn determination. 
Continue to believe in yourself a nd you can 

accomplish anything. 
Love. 

Mom and Dad 

You reached. You grabbed, and you hung on. 
I could not be prouder of you. 

Congratulations! 
Love from your big sissy. 

Dani 

It's not how much you accomplish in l ife that really 
counts. 

but how much you give to others. 
It s not how high you bui ld your dreams that makes a 

difference, 
but how high your faith can climb. 

It's not how many goals you reach. 
but how many lives you tou ch. 

It's not who you know that matters, 
but who you are inside. 

Believe in the impossible, hold tight to the incredible, 
and live each day to its fullest potential. 
You can make a difference in the world. 

—Rebecca Barlow Jordan 



Congratulations RJl You did it! You're a graduate! 
You hare learued a lot ooer tke past 18 years and taught us a few things, too. Yes, our cute 
little towhead has matured into a rery beautiful and bright young Woman with a great 
personality. You can be rery proud of your accomplishments., but there isn't much time to 
relish the past Now is the time to focus on the future. Like you, your future is also eery 
bright and your possibilities endless. PcJ, W e s tand behind you as you begin your journey 
toward a bright future- your are our shining star. We know you're going to do big things 
with your life and we fully support you — you CAN do it Oh yeah, we still like the Z~3. 

Lore Mom, Dad, Steph, Matt and Buckets. 

rfaTCfchaJlatata 

With all our love, forever, 
Mom and Mack 
Rachel, Crystal it Denise 

"Ace you Complaining? 

"Ouu, Ahh, I can't Wait" 

Lee, 
Congratulations! It's finally hece! 
You came into our lives and brought us so 
much happiness You have grown into a fine 
young man, kind, gentle, compassionate and 
caring. We will miss the good times and 
even the tough times, but we hope they have 
prepared you for things to come 
Life is full of surprises and choices, so 
decide responsibly. Enjoy this moment, 
believe in yourself and follow your dreams 
You have a bright future ahead of you. 
We ace very proud of you and 
will always be here for you. 
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Kate, 

Yesterday is but 

tomorrow's memory, 
and tomorrow is 

today's dream. 

Wishing you wonderful 
tomorrows! 
We love you! 

Mom, Dad and Toria 

What lies behind us 

and wkat lies before 

us ace tinv matters 

compared to wkat 

lies witkin us. 

Our Dearest Lyss, 
'^^er^1tyo^e°ijrnSW6ut1to'JbI fus?seems 

witfithemolt predous »^nd safesssi 
is, ev^'your"ew^ajjroying 

WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH !!!! 
MOM & DAD and Jason 

Bryan. 
Wow! Can't believe this 

time is here! You have been 
such a blessing to us from 
day one. Your positive 
outlook and smile kept us all 
going many times. Keep 
that outlook and smile 
always! The future is yours 
and it will be grea t! 
Love. 
Momma. Dad e Megan 

Autkot? unknown 
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Jacquelyn Marie Gentz 

cJacquelyn, We are so proud of who you are, what you 
stand for, and the Woman you have become. Your tremen
dous persistance, perseverance, and unwavering dedication 
to finding success in all you do skine tkrougk as a few of 
your many awesome qualities. We could not kave asked 
for a more Wonderful ckild. daugktee, and now Woman. 
"Boo Boo." best of luck as you enter college and tke adult 
World that awaits you. Always remember that dreams are 
where you end up and goals are how you get there. 

All our love, 
Dad, Mom and Ckristin 
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FT" ^ '' time to celebrate, sweet pea! 

Ishmael. we believe in you. 
We believe you have what it takes to make 
your dreams come true. 
We believe you're creative, intelligent, and 
capable. 
And we hope you never forget how precious 
you are and that we will always believe in you 

Love. Mom e Dad 



DearCece. 
We can't believe that this time 

has come so soon!! You just don't 
know how much joy and happiness 
you've given our family over the 
years. Three things to always 

remembenOne. the sky is the limit. 
Two. you can always achieve what 
you put your mind to: and three, 
we will always be here for you 

IveJin, ^^ 
From the moment you entered, our World, 
We k new you Were destined for great things. 
You has>e accomplished so much already, yet 
it is just the beginning of your life's journey. 
We looe you so much and We will miss your 
joyful, fundooing spirit at home with us e-tery 
day. As We W atch you start to nxake your 
own Way in the World, know that We are so 
proud and that We wi ll always be here to loce, 
support, and guide you. 

Lode Always From Dad, Mum, 
Matthew and Molly 

Break a Leg Spanky! 

"Loae Aeaer Fails" 
1st Corinthians 13: 8 

Kevin .lames 

ALL-STAR 
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As you continue to prepare for 
the incredible and awesome 
plan Cod has for you, take it 
to heart and don't be afraid. 
It's an exciting new beginning. 
Our love and support are with 
you always. May your heart 
always know the blessings of 
the Lord. 

Mom and Dad 

Shannon, this year could have been difficult, but you continue to 
amaze us with your positive attitude. We are proud to call you 
big sister, daughter, and friend. Remember, you always have five 
cheerleaders at home rooting for you! We love you!! 

Dad, Mom, Allie, Matt, and Chris 

"...in all things Cod works for the good of those who love Him..." 
Romans 8:28 

Kayleigh, 

Our little girl with big dreams 
to make-up the world. 
We are so proud of you. 

All of our love. 
Mum. Dad. and Alicia 

- •—> » 
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Deanna Edwards 

Deanna. 
We are so proud of you! 
Congratulations for accom
plishing your first step. We hope 
you find your furutre dreams. 
You will succeed in all that you 
do. Remember, we will always 
be there for you. We love you! 
Love. 
Mom and Dad 

Dear Dee Dee. 
I'm so proud of you. You will 
succeed in adult life, too! Please 
seek God's guidance. 
Love always. 
Oma xoxoxo 

I love you sissy and will miss you. 
Love. Renee 

Deanna. 
We are so proud of you. 
Remember to keep your 
nose to the grindstone in 
college and enjoy being 
away from Mom and Dad! 
We love you with all of our 
hearts. 

Love. 
Uncle Kevin. Aunt Marcie. 
and Trevor 

Deanna. 
I am so proud of you. 
I know you will succeed in 
whatever you decide to 
do. and you will do it well. 
Congratulations! 

Love. 
Papa 

) 

% 
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Gleeson Glory 
Dear Gleeson, 

VIL'ce so proud of you and every
thing that you have done. Mmr 
graduation Is a milestone In your 
young life. Keep up the good Work. 
V14 ju st Want to let you know that 
you do have great potential to 
succeed and you must continue to 
make the right choices. Be strong in 
your faith and apply the correct 
principles in your life. Ws know you 
can achieve your goals. 
May God bless you always. 

Love, 
Dad and Mom 

Kenny, we love you. 
Mom and Dad 

To give anything less than your 
best is to sacrifice the gift." 

- Steve Prefontaine 

Kenny Crosselin 

Cuti Mrj-| 

Wkitney, 
We can. kardly believe kow fast time passes. 
It seems just yesterday you Were a little 
girl, and now you are all grown up. 
Baby Doll, We loee you eery muck 
and are eery proud of you. 
Loee, 
Mom and Dad 



m \ 
-

fXUXlll, 

As Dr. Seuss Would say, 
"Congratulations! Today is your day! 
You're off to great places! 
You're off and away! 
You have brains in your bead. 
You have feet in your skoes. 
You can steer yourself any direction you ckoosef 

Remember, your sisters will always be rigkt bekind you, 
no matter wkat direction tkat is. 
Witk all our kearts and prayers, 
Aprib Kellie, Amy, and Holly 

Sarak, 
You are tke finishing touck and tke bonding spirit for 
our family. As tke BABY (always) you have been teased, 
envied, nurtured, and loved by your four sisters. Bom in 
Germany, you have been able to return for anotker 
army assignment and graduate from Ramstein Even 
wken you kad to moue witkout your four otker "Moth
ers," you have been positive, adventurous, kelpful and 
committed to always making it our best move and best 
place to li^. You are a Wonderful daughter and 
marvelous military kid. You are God's gift and a 
to our family and now, witk your faith and 
experience, you will be God s servant to Kelp others. 
We love you and are so proud of you. 

Mom and Dad 
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Jachm. 
H'c tire so eery proud to have sitc/i ci wanderful/heahtifiii daughter! 
7au lire en amazinp person! life mfmirerm.-ny I'ifnyc rrfnirrf - y^-mr dwriivTrinn 

iu adnev.'ng (touli, yu.ir quick wit end sertst of humor, and abaueall, your low, 
ct/TTTiKisratn and t.^oachtfiiljz^j, TkanJa to i/aitr hard urcrlt and cc/mnutmmtf utm L 'tr 

positioned yourself to Jo and fe airiosf anij'Jimg your heart desires. Wo matter-
iir/rtil path IJOJ ta ke, UE know you'H exceed murhigtest expectations. Thank ym 
pr bringing so muc/tjoy and fauaftter into our livesl We love you ueru mwh 
and wok forward la uatchfng our "Sweet Rabon" begin the most exciting time of 
her life' f.oivr AJ0771 & Ited 

To Ouf Lo virv) YSrandrurjMae. 
Congra'ufcrfKws mrcdttoarl! May you be btewed wrfn happiness end 

suczmin your chosen oa'car. May tho jay* y°u cftfith bo a pari ol 
each day of yo ur WW iave You! Meema and Peepo 
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Your Family 

Brian, 
We are so proud of you and the way 
you handle yourself You are a 
fantastic person, son and brother 
Don't ever change. We love you just 
the way you are. 

Whatever the task .. .  you give it  your all  !  
This has helped you excel  in al l  that is  
important to you and wil l  b e the foundation 
for success in future interests  and activit ies  

Brian 
Webb 

Kind, considerate, thoughtful, honest 
a wonderful son and brother 
an excellent example for us all 

Congratulations !! 
on a truly excellent beginning 

Dad & Mom, David, Ben, Kim 
Karen, Matt, Isaac, McKenna, Jessica 

cJokn 1^27 
Peace I le aee with, you; my peace I gle e unto you: not as the 
world glees, glee I u nto you. Let not youc heart be troubled, 

neither let It be fearful 
II Corinthians 5:7 
For We W alk by faith, not by sight 

Tasha, 
This Is a major accomplishment and we ace proud of you. As 
you set out to reach other goals in life, remember that 

eeecything is possible through Christ 
Loee always, 
Your Family 



Stephanie, 
No words could ever describe 
what a special person you 
are; no actions could show 
how proud we are of you 
and how much you mean to 
us. You h ave grown so much 
in faith and love. We have 
been blessed with you being 
a part of this family. 
Love, 

Mom, Dad, 
Leslie and Joseph 

Jennifer Morfon 

Jennifer, we are so very proud of you! Our little 
redhead has grown and is ready to take on the 

next challenges of life. We have no doubt that 
you'll be successful in anything you do. 
Remember that we'll always be there if you need 
us. You have our total support. Family is forever! 

We all love you so much 
Dad, Mom, and Andrew 



Dearest April, 
We love you, sweetie. We've thanked 
God for you since the day you were 
born. It's been hard watching our little 
girl grow up to be a young lady, but 
here we are. Thank you for making the 
sacrifice (this being your senior year) 
to join me on this assignment. I know 
it hasn't been easy, but we are all the 
stronger for it. There is a reason God 
has us here, so our task is to accom
plish His will. 

Starting on June 4, We will not always be with you to say, "April have 
you done ...?" As a word of wisdom, always remember your your favorite 
passage of scripture, Psalm 27:1-4. Read it daily and, as you embark on 
your future endeavors, remember Proverbs 3:5-6: "Trust in the Lord with 
all thine heart, and lean not unto thine own 
understanding. In all thy ways, acknowledge Him and He will direct your 
path." We have no doubt that you will be successful in reaching your 
goals. Just remember- have fun and stay focused. We will always be here 
to support you, but most of all, keep your hands in God's hands; He is 
your ultimate leader. We are so proud of you and we love you dearly. 

Your Family, 
Mom & PaPa 
Elsie, Kevin, Jason & Shani 

Karaneneesmnii 
Our dearest daughter, 

May you continue to find happiness and love as you 
walk along the pathway into adulthood. We are 
extremely proud of you and are thrilled with your 
achievements. May Cod continue to bless you and 
keep you safe. Our thoughts and prayers will alwa ys 
be with you. 

With all of our love, 
Mom & Dad 

• Rif'Set* 

Tke ultimate measure of a man . 
is not where he stands In ;« 

» moments o f  comfort and convenience, 
but where he stands at times 
of challenge and controversy. 

We love you very much, ace so proud of you, and 
stand behind you every step of the way! Herzlichen Gliiclc, Benji! 

—Daddy, Mama, Amy, Caroline, Maggie, Utz, and Precious 

Michael, 
Ramstein has been your cradle for 16 
years and shaped you into the young 
man you have become. You've made 
us so proud with everything you've 
accomplished. The time has come for 
you to move on and face the world, 
confident that you have all the quali
ties you need to make your dreams 
come true. With the Lord's guiding 
hand, you will always succeed. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Maddie and your 
Italian and American families 



Class of 
Christi Sue Edwards 

Youve always been, our shining star and, we've always 
known that you Would go far. First tooth, first step, 
first fall, first accomplishment. First kitten, first bike. 
Pre_school graduation, elementary school, junior 
high, high school, and now graduation. 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
You re such a blessing in our lives and we've enjoyed 
Watching you grow from a precious bah)' into a 
beautiful young Woman. Sometimes We w ish that 
time Would stand still and keep you focevec our little 
girL We'l love you forever, We'll like you for always; 
no matter how grown up, our bah)' you'll be. As you 
enter this world so big and wide, remember that we 
will always be by your side. Congratulations to our 
precious little girl 
Love you focevec, 
Dad and Mom 
Christi, 

Congratulations on your graduation. I wish you the best in tke 
future. XOX and love, 
Brandon 

We want to wisk you to be all you can be. You can do 

anything you Want to if you want it badly enough Nothing is 
ever totally out of reach Soar with your goals in life and be 
what you Want to be. We hare a hand for you to hold when 
you are sad. We hare a shoulder for you to cry on. We hare a 

smile to brighten your day. We hare a hug when you are hurt 
We hare a heart full of lore. 
Grandma If Grandpa 

Anna, 
I jus t wanted to let you know that 
from the moment of your 
conception, you 
changed my life. 

Where I wa s selfish 
I kn ew to give. 

Where I wa s intolerant, 
I le arned patience. 

Where I wa s empty. 
I kn ew fullness. 

There is a special spark in 
and about you that makes 
everyone around you want to be 
part of your life. 

I ha ve seen you make old people 
smile and handicapped 
people laugh. 
You are everything I 
everything I ev er I 
wanted you to be--
and so much more. 
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Thanks for all the loving memories. 
You're a super daughter. 
Congratulations. The sky is the limit. 

With all of our love, 
Mom, Dad, Joshua and Ashley 

MYALL 

HANNA 
All of our love 

our thoughts 

Mom, Dad, and Ben 
(Pounce, too) 

%indel.Lee Lmcjafefter 

graduation is a time 

Tor fee fine/ very proud, 

for tbin liny lots of lovely tbouybts 
Andsayiny them out loud. 

Ot's a time for fee fine/ love 
About to overflow 

Andj usf before it leaps its ban Is, 
To let tbe lovedone fnow. 

Andso we 're very proudof you 
Tor beiny wboyou are, 

Tor ma fine/ sometbiny of yourself, 
Tor ma finy it tbis far. 

TVe 're proudbecause we are a part 

Of everytbinyyou do. 
Tbis time's tbe time to say bow 

On love w e are with you. 

"Mom, TO ad, andLufe 



Ryan, 
These 18 years have gone by so fast. You have always 
filled our hearts with love and laughter. We know that 
your roots are planted firmly and your wings are 
strong as you set off on the next journey of your life. 
All o ur love, 
Mom and Dad 

Live with intention. 
Walktotheedge. 

Listen hard. 
Practicewellness. 

Play with abandonm. 
L a u g h .  

Choose with no regret. 
Continue to learn. 

Appreciate your friends. 
Dowhatyoulove. 

Live as if this is all there is. 

TaTreka, we have done our best in raising you 
to be the best you can be. Always keep your 
faith in God. You will be out on your own and 
making your own choices soon. Make the best 
choices you can. We want you to remember that 
we love you very much. Whatever endeavors 
you undertake, we know that you will excel. Do 
your best to reach your goals and never accept 
mediocrity. Reach for the stars and if y ou obtain 
the moon, you have found success. 

Love, 
Mom and Dad 



•Sometimes 0 wake up 

in tie middle of tie ni/j It 

sliveriny from friylt (eeliny 

empty feeliny notliny lecause 

0 tlinfalout low it would le if 

you weren'tlere andtlen 0 

wonder if you really know 

low very muclyou mean to 

me low incredible 0 tlinkyou 

are lowyou are a part of allmy 

emotions lowyou are tie 

deepest meaniny in my life. 

Please always know flat 0 

love you more flan anytliny 
else in tie world 

-Poem ly Susan Polis Sclutz 
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TYESHIA ROCHELLE MARSH 

know idea what being a parent was all about. Being a 
dad is one of life most challenging task even though it's 
not over. After looking back it was a joy, pleasure and 
honor of being your dad and I'm still learning. As one of 
GOD's precious gift known to man, as a daughter you 
have been a joy to be around. 

I guess you being somewhat like me in ways has made it 
a pleasure, who needs a son any how! The point I'm 
really trying to make is I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH, much 
more than I could ever write on paper. I am very proud of 
you, always has been and always will. Remember if you 
will put GOD first in Your life the skies the limit. 

LOVE DAD 

Tyeshia, 

You have matured into such a beautiful young 
lady both inside and out. The old saying is 
so true: Female's are a "dime a dozen", 
but a TRUE Lady is rare to find. You are a TRUE 
Lady in your speech, your attitudes, actions and 
your kind way of treating others as you would be 
treated yourself. 

But most of all, you have become a TRUE Lady 
in the way that you dress and present yourself -
being a witness of the One God, who above all 
else, is the first priority in your life. THIS is what 
makes a female a TRUE Lady. 

As you graduate and as you step out to 
begin fulfilling your hopes and dreams, always 
remember that you must never leave the place of 
putting Jesus first in all that you do and every 
decision that you make. Keep Him as the #1 
priority in your life and He will make your hopes 
and dreams come to pass. I Love you. 

My Love, 

DeAnn 

Grandma Little Girl 

When I first saw 
your face all I could 
see were your beautiful eyes. You opened up the the 
skies I could tell you would wrap me around your little 
fingers 

Your sweet breath lingered, Cheeks like your mother 
when you smiled, there is no other 

Such a beautiful girl, a rare cultured pearl, As you 
grew you become curious, independent and so smart 

Gee you truly stole my heart, You were so much fun, 
with lots of hugs and kisses you Shined bright as the 
sun 

Oh how I love my grandbaby but now you have grown 
to be a lady A shooting star that gleams, always follow 
your dreams 

Tears of sadness and joy will be shed as my princess 
forgers up the road ahead 

I pray for God to be there for obstacles you might have 
to bare, no matter where if you find your back against 
the wall, always remember to call. 

Your Grandmother 
Jacqueline Eaglin 
" I love you sweetie " 

MY DARLING DAUGHTER 

I have all confidents in you and I know God will 
lead you where you should be 

Love you 're 

MUM 

'TY" there are no words to 
tell you how much you 
mean to me it has always 
been a honor & pleasure being 
your Mom!!. 

You have grown into a wonderful young lady you 
have made my job as a parent so so easy!!! you're 
my Baby and will always be my Baby! ill 

What ever you do after this is up to you and God 
who guides you. I know I'll be proud of you no 
matter what, because you are a young lady with 
lots of heart, smarts, love, kindness , and most of 
all you live for the Lord !!! What more can a parent 
ask for I cant! 



Erin, 
Way to keep youc 
kead down 
And follow tkcougk! 
Wfce proud of you! 
God bless you always. 

Lcwe, 
Dad, Mom, Heidi, 
MattkeW, Rackel, and Will 

Dear Son, 
You came to us as a gift from Cod and have 

filled our hearts with joy, laughter, and pride. 
We have watched you grow from our tumbling 

: toddler into our gallant and gregarious 
Giovanni. Many sweet memories will remain 

J in our hearts when you depart to a new and 
exciting journey! It is with confidence that all 

, of us say to you: 

"The Lord bless you and keep you; 
The Lord make His face shine up on you, 
And be gracious to you; 
The Lord lift up His countenace upon you, 
Andg'veyou peace." - Numbers 6:24-26 

We will a lways love you and be here for you. 

I, M om, and Marcie 

Covi, 
My favorite brother and my 
best friend. Thanks for 

always being there. Just 
remember that I wo uld kill 
tigers for you in a heart
beat, and that I ta ught you 
"the blonde joke." 

f .  r  /  

Love, Marci 




